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Students strut their stuff

Faculty
evaluations
fuel heated
discussion
By Jim Jaworski
Associate Editor

Columbia's Urban Music Association presented "Urban Runway," a student managed and produce~ fashion show on Nov. 30 in the
Conaway Center, located in the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.

CCAP
•

recetves

$3 million
grant
By Amanda Maurer
Campus News Editor

While most students involved
in Columbia's programs receive
a degree after a few years, others participating in the college's
outreach programs are sti ll
learning how t.o tie their s hoes.
Six Chicago public community
schools will benefit from a $3 mil. lion grant that Columbia's Center
for Community Arts Partnerships,
an organization that reaches out to
area schools through art-based
programs, received from the U.S.
Department of Education earlier
last month. All six schools serve
students ranging from kindergarten to eighth grade.
The $2,975,559 grant is the
second largest in Columbia's history. It will allow the college and
CCAP to establish Parent
Information Resource Centers in
the six partnering schools, the
central center at Columbia and
tw'o future satellite locations.
The centers give parents
opportunities to better connect
with t)leir children and schools.
CCAP works to help schools
build relationships with their students and faculty by hosting a
number of programs at the
schools, both during the day and
after classes. Students can take
courses in visual and performing
See Grant, Page 9

Breaking the law for a good time
By Jenn Zimmennan
Assistant Campus News Editor

The dancing, the loud music, the
colorful cocktails or just the chance
to have a night out with fiiends are
all a part of Columbia's nightlife,
but for..ame it isn't cheap or legal.
U nlike
other
colleges,
Columbia doesn't have a traditional campus. Instead, it belongs
to a neighborhood in a bus tl ing,
vibrant city. All bars and c lubs
belong to the city scene, and
some s tudents feel hav ing a fake
lD is a necessary risk to take to
be part of .city nightlife.
Since she was 16-years-old,
Erika, a senior at Columbia,
owned a fake ID. After talk of a
family vacation out of the country
came up, Erika said she wanted a
fake so she could go out and drink
with her cousins. Erika's first connection to an lD was her mom,
who knew someone who could
make her an lD that would say she
was 18, the legal drinking age of
the country she was going to visit.
Erika purchased her second fake
ID during ~er sophomore year of
college, when she was 19. Through
a fiiend of a fiiend she was able to
get her own California state lD
made to show she was 21.
"I started hanging out with an
older crowd," Erika said, w ho is
now 21. " It was more to socialize
[than drink because] alcohol is
easy to get to."
Erika also said she fo und it difficult to find things to do at night
in a city she felt was not meant for
people younger th'an 21.
"Even at Dave and Busters you
need to be 21," s he said.
Susan, a freshman, also said
that almost immediately into her
frrst semester at Columbia she

started to see that going out i.n
Chicago meant you had to be 21.
Similar to Erika, Susan's
friends were older than her and
left her behind to spend the
weekends alone while they went
out. Feeling like her options
were limited, the risk of having a·
fake lD was worth taking to be
out with friends, she said.
" It wasn't really to drink,"
Susan said. " It was just to go out
with places with everyone."
Within mo nths of s tarting
school, a fr-iend told Susan about
a place on the West Side that
would not only make her a fake
!0, but also supply her with a
fake Social Security card as a
second form of identification.
Susan said she drove to a strip

mall with her uncle where men
would flash identification cards at
cars pulling into the lot to grab the
attention of anyone that wanted to
get one made.
After approaching o ne o f the
men, Susan ·said she paid them
~00, took her photo in a nearby
photo shop and returned the next
day to pick up her new Ohio
state lD and matching Social
Security card.
"Especially with our school (that
is) right in the city you definitely
need [a fake ID]," Susan said.
Although both Erika and Susan
admit to wanting an lD to go out
with friends fro m school, others
said that Columbia's nightlife in
See Nightlife, Page 10

The grades a student receives
can be viewed by all instructors,
not just those who taught the student. Currently, the grades a student gives an instmctor, in the
form of teacher evaluation surveys, remain sealed. However,
there is a slim possibility that the
policy may change, according to
information from the College
Council meeting on Dec. I.
The surveys, which every student fills out near the end of the
semester to evaluate the performance of each instmctor, have
always been confidential and only
viewed by department chairs and
the teacher. The surveys have traditionally been done on paper, but
this semester Columbia introduced
a pilot program that has a select
group of students complete an
identical survey online.
While few instructors at the meeting seemed upset about the method
of taking the survey online, many
expressed concern, and in some
cases anger, over the perceived possibility that the results could be
made available to students shopping
for the right instructor.
Dennis Rich, chair of the Arts,
Entertainment
and
Media
Management Departmeitt?; ~t
ed an e-mail that iniplied~
might be able to access some <lata
from the ev,aluations online in the
coming semesters. The message,
credited to Elizabeth Silk, director
of Institutional Research, drew criticism from many council members.
"(Posting) named evaluations
online is an absolutely insidious
idea," said Amy Hawkins, a faculty member in the English and
Cultural Studies departments.
There was also some general confusion on why the College Council
was discussing this for the first time.
"Something as sensitive [as this)
absolutely needs to come before
this body," said Keith Kostecka,
president of the Columbia College
Faculty Organization. "I'm very
upset about this."
The use of the online teacher
evaluation surveys falls under the
authority of the College Evaluation
Committee. Committee members
said they are not currently discussing the possibility of students
having access to the data and are
unsure how exactly the online survey information will be used.
"What's going to happen, going
forward, I don't know," said Louise
Love, deputy provost. In reference
to the e-mail, she said it was simply
a miscommunication.
" It doesn ' t represent what 's
going to happen," she said.
Administrators also did not
explicitly deny the possibility.
" A decision hasn't been made ...
that's all I have to say," said Ann
Foley, associate provost, after the
meeting.
jjaworski@chroniclemail.com
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News &Notes
Hang in there,
sweetness follows
By Jenifer K. Fischer, Managing Editor
ecently, I ran into a former co-worker on the el.
We once toiled away full
time at the same thankless retail
gig, the sort ofj ob that makes
one slightly angry at the world,
especially when you know what
you really want to be doing.
Though this man is at least 15
years older than I am- and seeing that I'll be 28 years old next
month, I' m not as young as most
college students-we both had
our sights on grander things than
our sales associate positions, so I
felt a little bad when I left it two
years ago to work at The
Chronicle and pick up other
journalism-related experiences.
Meanwhile, he was looking for
work in marketing and kept
coming up empty-handed.
But when I ran into him on
the el last week, there was
something different about him.
He approached me with a smile
and an upbeat tone in his voice.
He looked puhtogether and
relaxed the way truly happy
people do-and with good re~
son. He'd found a job in his
field and had new co-workers
who respected him. He confessed
that he'd finally emerged from
what had been a dark period in
his life.
For whatever reason, this news
brightened my day significantly.
I smiled as I walked home, perhaps because I understood what a
difference in terms of quality of
life a job can make. I think we
all do.
When I look at my Columbia
peers, I see an eclectic collection
of artists following their passions. The journey we take to
live these ambitions isn 't always
an easy one. After all, even the
loftiest of idealists needs an·
income. Money creates much
angst for those in pursuit of a

R

dream.
A lot -of us get stuck working
less-than-desirable, low-paying
jobs--often more than one at a
time--as we try to break into our
desired careers. Here are a few of
mine: valet parking attendant,
barista, waitress and city parks
maintenance worker, and that's
just a sampling. These jobs tend
to embitter us, as they usually
require us to meet the needs of
more well-off people.
Recently, some friends and I
compared the awful behavior
we'd encountered while doing
time in the service industry, like

the times we were yelled at for
our companies' policies and lack
of staff or boSsed around in
ridiculous ways-would you like
to make that latte yourself, sir?
It feels like most people go
shopping to take their unhappiness out on retail minions making minimum wage. Or maybe
it's just our own self-pity that
makes things worse.
·I think we're better for experi~
encing jobs that require dealing
with such folks. It establishes a
deeper appreciation for where
we' re heading. It brings to mind
one of iny favorite movie quotes:
"I know sour, which allows me
to appreciate the sweet"-it's
from Vanilla Sky for those who
really want to know.

It's so true. As I finally near
graduation, I'm willing to take
any job I can find in my field
because I know that nothing is
permanent, and with ambition
and hard work I can keep moving closer to my ideal. I know
how hard I've worked to live my
passion, so I'd rather do anything
lit my field than do nothing at all
while I hold out for the perfect
position. Of course, it is important to keep striving and not get
stuck, too.
Sure, a job is just a job, but at
the end of the day we spend
countless hours of our lives
working-we may as well" get
some satisfaction from it. And
it's not necessarily the pay that
makes a job great, as a recent
Pew Research Center surv~y on
happiness proved, so you should
do what you enjoy, even if it
means rolling with the punches
for awhile to get there.
Recently, while out to lunch
with a friend, he mused that the
more you try to control your
life, the more it doesn't go the
way you planned. I agree, and I
think we need to embrace that
because it adds color and wisdom to our experience. Letting
go doesn't mean being a slacker, but it does mean opening up
to the possibilities that you may
encounter. Life won' t always be
a blast, but you' II appr~ciate ·
your accomplishments that
much more for knowing the
struggle.
So as students and artists,
wherever you are in that
process, whether you are just
starting out, nearing graduation
or trying to make the next step
in your career, just get through
it because, as the R.E.M song
goes, "Sweetness follows."
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Lunchtime Drum €ircle Series
Join Columbia's lhytbmic community Dec. S' for thi ~
Drum Circle Series. Sludents, faculty and staff are encouraaecl .fO
bring a percussion iDIUument. The circle will be open to the public from noon to 2 p_m. at the Hokin Allnex iri. the 623 S. Wabash
~atnpus Building, 623 S. ~abash Ave.

For mcre.iflformati~n. contact Sharod Smith at (312) 344-7188.

· Choreographi~ Project
The ChoreograP.hic Project is a showcase of choreographed
work by Columbia students approaching the completion of their
composition.cours~. The performances will begin at 8 p.m. Dec.
7 at the Dance Center, 1306 S. Michigan Ave.

For more information, contact Deron Fuller at f31 2) 344.-8330.

Ari'My Le: Small Wars

')A'-'U'T"""''"f"

The Museum of Contemporary Photo~hy~ located' in the
Alexandroff Catnpus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave. , will explore
the Vietnam War and the current wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The
phoiographic series called "Small Wars" iS by An~yLe, who was
born in Saigon, Vietnam, before coming to the U.S. as a refugee in
1975. Her exhibit runs from I 0 a.m. to S p.m. daily until Jan. 6.

, For more informOtion, ~ntaq,Jejfery Arnett at (312) 344-7779.

jfischer@chroniclemail.com

In Your Opinion
Do you think a fake ID is necessary to have a
social life in the city?

Working Framework
Come to the third and· final installment of the WorttiDg
Framework El!,hibition at the C33 Gallery, 33 E. Conp-ea$
Parkway Building, and the Conway Center,
the 1104 Gemer.
1104 S. Wabash Ave. The exhibition runs from Nov. 17 to Jan. S.
The Conway Center hours are 10 a .m. to 7 "p.m. Monday and
Thursday, 9 a.m. to S p.m . 1\Jesday, Wednesday and Friday. Tho
C33 Gallery hours are 9 a.m . to 7 p .tn. Monday through Thursday
and 9 a.m . to 9 p.m. Friday.

m

For more informa!fon, contact Mark Porter at (312) 344-6643.

-Chris Sullivan, frethman,
pOOtofVaphy

"No. Although I
really want to go to
a 21 and older
.vhow this week. "

"No, I don't. I think
it :1· possible to have
social life without
going to bars. "

"No. I have a lot of
friends in the city, I
just hang 0111 with
them."

- Joyce Rice, 10phornore,
art and desi¥"

- Jack10n Ouo, fruhrnan,
ASL Interpretation

- Brlanna Heffron, freshman, marketlnll
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More than a teacher for 20 years
Barbara Yanowski:
1931-2006
By Steve Yaccino
Assis tant Campus News Edito r
There are many professors who
but few who truly inspire.
On Dec. 6, the Columbia community will gather to celebrate the life
of one professor, who for the past
20 years mentored and motivated
countless students toward personal
and professional greatness.
Barbara Yanowski died Oct. 20
at age 75 after battling cancer for
nearly a decade. She was a fu lltime faculty member in the
Television Department from
1985 until the late 1990s. She
received the "Teacher of the
Century" award from the college
for pioneering the television
internship program and dedicating her life to the friends and students who affectionately called
her Dr. Y.
"There's been quite a buzz in
the Chicago television industry
about her [death]," said Beau
Beaudoin, associate chair of the
Television Department. "It's
amazing how many people currently in the industry were her
students. I can't even begin to
name them; there's too many."
Before teaching at Columbia,
Dr. Y was better known as " Miss
Barbara" the host, writer and
producer of New York educational
tel evision
prog rams
t~?~ch ,

Japanese
art 'pops'
into
Columbia
By Matl Woronko
Staff Writer
From the minds of students to
the walls of the Wabash Campus
Building, Japanese pop art has
found a home at Columbia's
Hokin Annex Gallery.
On Nov. 29, Columbia
unveiled the exhibit " WA-POP!
The Invasion of Japanese Pop,"
which showcases different artwork from Japanese artists
across the United States, in addition to students at Columbia.
The exhibit disp lays different
works of pop art from a Japanese
angle in the gallery in the
Wabash Campus Building, 623
S. Wabash Ave. until Jan. 17.
Jay Sato, a senior art and
design major, submitted two
digital portraits of Japanese
celebrities for the exhibit.
Yusuke Tanaka, the student
curator of the exhibit, asked him
to submit the work two months
ag~ he said.
"Lately, I' ve been doing a lot
of digita l portraits," Sato said. " I
used to do portraits traditionally
in pencil and from there I just
practiced and practiced."
This isn't the first time Sato has
had his work displayed. He previously teamed up with Tanaka to
d isplay art at Gourmand, 728 S.
Dearborn St.
Another artist invo lved in the
See Exhibit, Page 6

"Scienceland" and "Scierice
Corner." She received 'her
Master of Arts in Televi sion
degree from the University of
Mich igan, and her Ph.D. in
Education from Union Institute
.Cincinnati.
and U

However, it was neither her
degree nor her fame that students
remember, but the way she challenged and empowered every
person she encountered.
"She had an energy that could
come from a

Former faculty member Dr. Barbara Yanowski, right, poses with _Dr.
Beau Beaudoin, left, a longtime friend and collegue. Yanowski founded
Columbia's televsion internship program and inspired her students
sinoe 1985.

or being," said Dawn McGregor,
a former student and longtime
friend . "The way that s he
expressed the material was so different than other teachers that I
had. When you left her class you
were just like, ' Wow, I can do this
TV thing."'
When Dr. Y moved to Florida
in the late 1990s, she continued
teaching full time by flying to
Chicago every other week for
classes. It became too difficult
after a few years and she resigned
as a full-time professor, but still
fl ew in three times a semester to
teach a class called Career
Strategies in Television.
" Her relationship was very special with Columbia." said Dr.
Hank Connolly, Dr. Y's husband
of 15 years. "She loved it because
of the students and the way they
were willing to work."
During that ·time, s he spent
more money to fly in than she
made as an instructor, Beaudoin
said.
"She was that dedicated to the
students," Beaudoin said. "She
was that kind of person."
Dr. Y taught the class until
2003 when she officially retired
to her home in St. Pete Beach,
Fla. But even then, she cont inued
to inspire. While she battled a
rare cancer in her blood vessels
called angio sarcoma, Dr. Y ran
nine marathons, including one in
Russia, all after the age of 54.

She authored two books, the latest of which she donated all proceeds to the Sarcoma Research
Foundation at the Mo ffitt Cancer
Center in Tampa, Fla.
"She always knew when you
needed an extra push," said Annie
Esp, a form er student and current
editor for ABC 7 Chicago. "She
could take the worst event ever
and find the positive part of it."
Dr. Y battled many of her own
challenges, but her life was a testament to the many lessons she
taught her students. McGregor
said the life of Dr. Y could be
summarized in a quote that she
used at the end of each chapter in
her book The Bad Stuff is the
Good Stuff, " Remember three
things every day: There is a
power bigger than you are, and
this power is on your side. You
are always better than you know.
You are always closer than you
think."
The Dec. 6 memoria/will begin
at 6 p.m. on the 15th floor of the
Alexandrof!Campus Center, 600
S. Michigan Ave. In lieu offlowers or gifis, her husband has
requested donations in Barbara s
name to the Sarcoma Research
Foundation at Moffiu Cancer
Center, 12902 Magnolia Drive.,
Tampa, Fla. 33612. For more
information,
contact
Beau
Beaudoin at (3 I 2) 3-14-7448.

syaccino@chroniclemail.com

Colutnbia class to drop tnix tape
By Hayley Graham
Ed itor-In-Chief
Columbia's Arts, Entertainment
and
Media
Management
Department added a new course
this fall for students looking to
break into the hip-hop industry.
The students' success in the
course, which is the first of its
kind, will be heard on the free
mixed tape that will be released in
·
early January.
Recent Columbia graduate
Marcos Palacios taught and created the class, ·which focuses on
beat-making and producing in
hip-hop. Palaci06 has been making a name for himself in the hiphop industry with his production
company Da Jnternz.
Palacios ran the class like a production company so s tudents
would know what it's really like
to work in the industry. All of the
classwork built up to a final project, in which students produced
their idea of a perfect song, and
put out a mixed tape to showcase
their work.
The eight-week-long c lass will
host a party for the release of its.
mixed tape featuring the work of
the nine students in the class.
Producers GLC, Prolific and
Xtreme, who have already made it
big and were guest speakers during the semester, endorse the.class
in drops on the tape.
"The mix tape is strictly to create the buzz and to let people
know that 'Hey, this is hot,"'
Palacios said.
When Palacios came up with the
idea for the class he tried to incorporate everything he wished he
would have learned in while
attending Collllnbia into the syl-

Iabus and brought it to Kimo
Williams, coordinator of the music
pr.ogram in the Arts Entertainment
Media Management Department,
who loved it.
"One reason I went with this
class was due to the passion that
Marcos had fo r providing an aestheticism to this genre," Williams
said in an e-mail. " Marcos is a rising talent in this genre. He therefore was the perfect conduit to
one community that I have been
trying to connect to and make a
difference in-young black men
wanting to make a difference with
music."
Since graduat ing in May,

Palacios has turned down record
deals and dedicated his time to his
class and developing the artists
who work with Da lnternz.
Palacios even used his personal
connections to bring in industry professionals as guest speakers, who
have shared the secrets of producing
$ 100,000 beats and given feedback
and advice to the students.
" Music is a constant reinvention
or itself," Palacios said. " And in a
studio everything is money."
Zak Jablowa, a sophomore Arts
Entertainment Media Management
major, was one of the more
advanced students in the class and
said it has been the greatest course

he's ever taken. He's been making
beats for five years and has already
worked with signed artists, including Ad Rock, Bliz and Big Taz.
Jablowa said the class has
ope-ned doors in the industry for
him and has given him more
confidence that he can reach his
goal of becoming a diverse
mu sic producer.
"Everybody that came in gave
us so many secrets to emulate
that multimillion dollar song on
our level and kick it up," he
said. " It gave me more faith that
I can be there too."
S ee Hlp-hop, Page 6

Music produoer and beat-maker Prolific, rtgllt, speaks to Marcos Palacios' hip-hop production class in the
South campus Building, 624 s. Michigan Ave. on Oct. 25.
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ARE YOU CURRENT ON YOUR STUDENT ACCOUNT BALANCE?

Student Financial Services
600 S. Michigan Room 303
Chicago, IL 60605

Columbia~
COLLEGE

CHICAGO

The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St.
Concert

Hall

Monday December 4
Classical Guitar Ensemble Recital

Events

12:30 PM

Jazz Guitar Ensemble Recital

3:00PM

Blues Ensemble Recital

7:00PM

Tuesday December 5
Groove Band 1 Recital

12:30 PM

Groove Band 2 Recital

3:00PM

3CVJE Recital

7:00PM

Wednesday December 6
Musical Theatre 2 Recital

3:00PM

88 at 1014 Piano Concert

7:30PM

Thursday December 7
Songwriting Recital

mer• lnhrtntlu cntact

mrdlllgltcolum.edu

Ct)LU!v1t3(A COLlEGE RECYCLING- PROGRAM

12:30 PM

Musical Theatre 3 Recital

3:00PM

Jazz Combo Fest

6:00PM

Friday December 8
Secondary Piano Concert

COLL!OE

CHICAGO

I
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HELP .W CRX FIGHT AGAIMST

HUNGER.. IN CHICAGO!

·~

WG~ C00D~~fiJV

C?cvcvdJ GrnJ\7@
broadcast ·

December 7th from Bam -Spm
Santa and his Elves, face painters, musicians,
local dignitaries and various radio, television
and entertainment artists will make guest
appearances during our I 0 hour broadcast
and holiday celebration

We invite the Columbia College
Community and the public at large
to stop by our broadcast and donate
a non-perishable food item or ·
canned good on December 7th

As part of the festivities, we hope to raise additional funds for the GCFD by conducting a
holiday auction. Bid on exciting holiday gifts that include tickets to the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, Blue Man Group productions, Chicago Rush football , autographed NCAA
sporting gear and the hottest toy of the year, Elmo, T.M.X. The auction will begin at
1:00pm. Listeners are also invited to take a spin on theWCRX"Wheel of Fun" to win
CO's, gift certificates and DVD's.
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Exhibit:
Student work
explores pop art
Continued from Page 3
exhibit is Take Yoshimoto, a
senior graphic design major. His
showcased work, which differs
from the photography he usually
does, includes a 3-D piece
invo lving a cucumber, an eggplant and chopsti cks. In addition
to being in the exhibit,
Yoshimoto's work has been displayed in other spots arou~d the
city, including at the University
o f Illinois at Chicago and
Gourmand. He said Japan's
location is part of the reason
Japanese pop art differs from the

style in the United States.
"Japanese culture is very confined for geographic reasons,"
Yoshimoto said. "American pop
culture views society, while
Japanese pop art comes from the
individual."
Nancy Julson-Rielcy, the
exhibition coordinator, said the
work was judged prior to being
displayed.
"Our curatorial review board
selected the show based on the
merit of the work and the excellent . proposal submitted by
Yusuke," Julson-Rieley said in
an e-mail. "He's a student curator, which was also part of the
appeal as we're always trying to
encourage students to be more
involved with the exhibits."

an opportunity to showcase his
work before he graduates and
because it is one of his passions.
"You can be violent and loud,
and there are so many different
definitions for it," he said.
Another purpose of the exhibit is to explore the different way
Japanese pop art is interpreted.
Sato said he thought there was a
difference in the American and
Japanese approach because on
television in the United States,
the commercials are very realistic , where in Japan they are
more of an art form.
" You can see a live action
commercial here and [in Japarf]
it may be a three-minute animation," Sato said. "Instead of a
human, you see a character."

Music producer and beat maker Prolific, center, and teacher Marcos
Palacios, right, listen to Zak Jablowa's rap music final in dass.
·

different sections offered for the
class, one for beginners and another for the more advanced students.
"I hold really high standards
because I want this to be one of the
prem1er classes in the [AEMM]
department," Palacios said.
Continued from Page 3 . .
Willi3!1ls said this class has been
On the last day of class, when well received by students and is
the students presented their songs, motivates them because it shows
beat-maker Prolific stopped by. the college is taking hip-hop proProlific, who produced a few · duction seriously. He said the class
songs on Chicago hip-hop artist comes at a time when it's imporLupe Fiasco's recently released tant to work aggressively at retainalbum Food and Liquor, talked ing young, black males, which is
about his career and gave students the highest demographic that aca- feedback on their sO'ngs.
demia is losing nationwide.
Mike Williams, a graduate
"Through this class we continue
student in music business, was to make the difference that I pernew to producing beats when he sonally, professionally and acaentered the class, but agrees demically so desperately want to
with Jablowa that its most valu- niake a dent in," Williams said in
able element was learning from an e-mail. "Marcos alsO underindustry professionals.
stands this urgeney and presents it
"They are mentors, and I in his class. He is nurturing yet
al~eady got people in my speed very demanding."
dial," Williams said.
Next semester there will be two

Hip~hop:

Students·value
class experience

Seniors Lorenzo Powell and Solaiman Shabazz view 'Surveillance cameras,' an exhibit tft Kazuki Eguchi, during the opening of the Japanese Pop Art exhibition at the Hokin Annex in the Wabash campus Building. 623
S. Wabash Ave., Nov. 30.
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bJo ljOur AJture with })2001escourProfessional Recruiters
Interview Candidates Nationwide
From Our State-Of-'Ttle-Art Office

Earn up to $10.00/HR
• Weekly Paychecks
• Immediate Bilingual English/Spanish
Pos!tions Also Available
• Flexible Hours
• Close to Red Line
• Open 7AM-11PM, 7 Days a Week
• Career Advancement

1-800-367-1386
Ask for ext: 827.08R

www.jobs.peoplescout.com
M•,dia Code: 827
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Bilingual Positions
Ask for ext: 827 08D
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Fiction Writing Department

Looking
fora class?

Think
Fiction
Writing!
Are you interested in writing?
Are you creative?
Do you have stories to tell?
See your department advisor or
view our course descriptions on Oasis
during Registration for Spring 2007,
now through January 21, 2007.
For more information call312-344-7611

Senegalese director discusSes
human rights dilemma ·
By Kim Driscoll
Staff Writer

Internationally acclaimed film director
Sene-Absa will visit Columbia on Dec. 5
for a reception and screening'of Madame

female genital mutilation in 1999, the
practice continues.
Mehmaz Saeed-Vafa, a faculty member iri the Film and Video Department,
said all students should see Madam e
Brouette.

"[The film] tells an important , story
The film con\rasts the beautiful neigh- about the women in the Muslim African
borhoods of Dakar with the plight of country of Senegal," she said. "It talks
Senegalese women, who are routinely about poverty, the influence Of media,
subjected to genital mutilation, rape and corruption and the power of women."
other forms of violence.
Mati, a single mother featured in the
The drama chronicles the life of a film, is dubbed Madame Brouette, or
Senegalese woman after she divorces her Mrs. Wheelbarrow, because she uses a
abusive husband. Sene-Absa uses authen- wheelbarrow to transport various goods
tic African music and vibrant costumes to - to be sold at a local market. After divorctransform the set io the streets of Dakar.
ing her abusive husband, she swears off
The award-winning film was released men until she meets Naago, a smooth- ·
in 200,2 but continues to be shown talking policeman with whom she falls in
worldwide, helping to raise awareness love. Naago turns out to be corrupt, and
about the ongoing struggles of Mali is forced to take matters into her
Senegalese women.
own hands after she discovers that her
"Any exposure about
family is in danger.
the liuman qualities of "It is important to have
In his films, Sene- .
Africa is important insiders critiquing their Absa routinely portrays
because we have such a own society and world, the
influence
of
dearth of information in as opposed to outsiders' American and French
the media," said Lisa
cultures in Senegal,
views ofAfrica."
Brock, chair of the
which gained its indeDepartment of Liberal -Lisa Brock, chair of the pendence in 1960 after
three centuries of French
Education.
Liberal Education
Brock said Senegalese
rule.
Department
filmmakers are well
Sene-Absa began his
known for educating
film career as an actor
people about social and other critical before moving to directing and screenplay
issues in Africa.
writing and haS produced a comedy show
"It is important to have insiders cri- for Senegal~se TV.
tiquing their own society and world, as
He also directed Tableau Fe"aille, a
opposed to outsiders' views of Africa," 1997 award-winning film about a politi-·
Brock said.
ciao married to two women with different
Reports of domestic violence, rape, ideals. One wife, dignified and old fashsexual
harassment, discrimination ioned, represents Africa; th.e other wife is
against women, abuse o f children, child well-connected and ambitious, and repremarriage, infanticide and child labor are sents an American-style free-market entreprevalent in Senegal, according to a 2005 preneur.
Madame Brouette won the Silver Bear
U.S. Department of State Report on
Best Film Mus ic Award at the 2003
Human Rights Practices.
According to the report, Senegalese girls, Berlin International Film Festival..
The screening will begin at 6 p.m.followed
sometimes as young as 9 years old, marry
older men because of religious, economic by a discussion in the Film Row Cinema in the
II04 Center, II 04 S. Wabash Ave.
and cultural reasons~
Additionally, the report s tates although
chronicle@colum.edu
the Senegalese gC!vernment banned
Brouette.

·

Speaking out for AIDS·

Classes available in

•!• Short Stories
•!• Novels
•!• Creative Nonfiction
•!• Script Forms
Story Workshop® and other
Fiction Writing Department
courses will improve reading, writing,
speaking, listening, visualizing, and
creative problem-solving skills
seful for every college major and the job market
. Fiction Writing Department
Izth Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue

Randall Welch, a freshman music l'm\lor, reads a piece he wrote for 'routh Wot1d AIDS
Day at the HotHouse, 31 E. Balbo Ave. The event was sponsored ~Columbia's Critical
Enoounters, which advocates HIV/AIDS awareness.
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Grant:
CCAP works to
reach parents
with new centers
Continued from Front Page
arts like dance, theater, photography and writing programs, said
Joanne Vena, director of School
Partnerships for CCAP.
"We believe that the arts are an
important component of everyone's life, including children,"
said Carol Ann Stowe, chair of
the Early Childhood Education
Department, which partnered
with CCAP for the grant.
Although CCAP works with a
total of I 0 schools, only six com-

munity schools will receive Parent
Information Resource Centers.
Community schools concentrate
on promoting learning and strengthening relationships between the
school, families and community.
"Lead partner agencies, such as
CCAP, work with schools to align
academic supports, maximize
resources and engage adults," said
A).icia HaUer, senior program p1anager at the .Campaign to Expand
Community Schools, in an e-mail.
The
Parent
Informat ion
Resource Centers will allow
CCAP to also reach parents in
addition to students and teachers,
and concentrate on those parents
who may not have enjoyed their
own school experiences.
"We use the arts to develop a
relationship with parents so that
we can introduce strong parent-

ing skills and help them build
relationships with their children
that will support their academic
growth," Stowe said.
The centers would provide lectures, activities and workshops
for parents of young children.
" It 's kind of reintroducing
them to the value of schools, not
only for their kids, but for themselves," Vena said.
David Flatley, executive director of CCAP, said it 's important
to build relationships with parents and guardians because a
number of factors contribute to a
student's success in school.
" If parents are not engaged in
some way, you lose kids along
the way," he said.
In addition, teachers would be
able to utilize the centers for a
variety of information, workshop

CCAP teaching artist Avery R. Young. a poet affiliated with Young Chicago Authors, works with seventh-graders
at Herzl Elementary School, 3711 W. Douglas Blvd.

CH.l.CAGO

TATTOOING
COMPANY
Tattooing
& Body Piercing
1OOO's of designs
------------------------------------------------,
Bring in this ad and your ·
college I. D. and receive
15% OFF all body jewelry!!! ! .·

''

-------------------------------- --- ---~-~~ - -~~·

10 17 West Belmont Avenue
Chicago, IL 60657
773.528.6969
open 7 days noon til midnight
1/2 block west of the belmont redline stop

CCAP teaching artist Khanisha Foster performs with students during a
spring showcase at Sabin Magnet School, 2216 W. Hirsch St

and instructional experiences.
Lee Jackson is the principal of
Crown Community Academy,
2128 S. St. Louis Ave., a school
that will benefit from the grant.
Crown has partnered with
CCAP for the past five years, and
Jackson said he would like to see
the relationship continue for
many years to come.
The
Parent
Information
Resource Center will aUow Crown
to connect with more than just students and faculty.
" We' re hoping to do the same
thing with the parent component
as the students," Jackson said.
"[We are] building capacity, [creating] a better line of communication with home and school, and
getting our parents more involved
in the daily operations of what's
going on here."
Flatley said when the grant ends,
which will be spread over five
years, the schools will be able to
maintain the centers on their own.
CCAP will also expand its
existing programs and create new

ones for children up to 8 years
old, which hasn't been possible
until now, Stowe said.
The department and CCAP partnered in the grani because it
requires at least 30 percent of the
awarded money to go toward early
childhood education.
CCAP will fulfill the grant's
requirement to serve rural and
urban areas by setting up, Parent
Information Resource Centers at
two other schools in Illinois.
CCAP officials have already started considering possible locations
for the satellite centers, which will
be created in three years.
.
CCAP was one of the 60 nationwide recipients of this grant and
was the only Illinois recipient.
"[We're] trying to open the
door to parents as a very irnporllint factor in making the school a
great place to be and to making
the school a very integral part of
the community," Vena said.

amaurer@chroniclemail.com
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to $25,000 in fines and possible
jail time.
Despite some students feeling
that a fake ID is necessary while
at Columbia, Mike Arfa, a junior
advertising major, said he never
saw· the need or had a desire for
one.
didn't have ·anyone around
Continuedfrom Front Page me"Idrinking·
a lot," Arfa said. "I
general requires students to be didn't feel like I needed to
2 1 because of its location in the drink."
Arfa turned 21 before most of
city. Some students who aren 'I
said they don 't have much to his friends and roommate and he
choose from when it comes to said he was fine spending nights
in at people's apartment to
their evening plans.
Kim , a 19-year-old sopho- drink, going outside to play
more, said she was tired of hav- sports or joining different
ing her nights limited to coll ege Columbia organizations in order
parties, the movies or walking to have an active social life.
Still, all three students said
on Michigan Avenue. After her
boyfriend turned 2 1, Kim said they will continue using their
the need for a fake ID started to fake IDs· but will " play it safe"
become a necessity in order to so they won't get caught. .
Susan and Kim sa id they only
have somewhere to go and be
able to spend time with her use it at places where they know
other people have gotten in by
boyfriend.
"My boyfriend turned 21, and using a fake. Erika said during
I' m with him all the time," she the two years she used her fake,
said. ''You just need to be 21 at only one bar rejected her ID, but
it never stopped her from trying
this schoo l."
Although all three students it at other places.
"For me it 's worth the
turned to using a fake ID to spend
more time with friends and have chance," Kim said. " I don ' t
more late-night options available think they will really take it
·
to them while at school, the conse- away."
And although all three stuquences of being caught with a
fake ID stretch well beyond a slap dents claimed the reason they
on the wrist.
turned to getting a fake ID was
According to Chris Palmer, an because they felt Chicago
investigator for the Secretary of nightlife was only for the 21State's office, fonns of fraudu- plus crowd, Matt McGuire, edilent identification cards include tor of Metromix at the Chicago
fake schoo l and state IDs, dri- Tribune, said there are available
ver's licenses and Social outlets for younger city resiSecurity cards. Punishments for dents.
those who are caught with any
McGuire suggested all-age
of these fake IDs could face up concerts at famous places

Nightlife:

Students 'play it
safe' while using
fake IDs

around the city like the Beat
Kitchen, 2100 W. Belmont Ave.,
Schubas, 3159 N.- Southport
Ave., and sometimes the Metro,
3730 N. Clark St. Coffee shops
and restaurants are also places
McGuire suggested as great

jzimmerman@chroniclemail.com

Rachael Strecher/The Chronicle

r~~·
Adobe

MiCTOSott·
PRODUCTS

something to do if you aren't
21."
•Names have been"changed in
this story in order to protect the
identities of those interviewed•

Attendees of the '80s themed event. 'Who's The Boss' a battle of the bands, dance to Verzatile;the
band who won on Nov. 28 in the Conaway Center located in the ll04 Center, ll04 S. Wabash Ave.

DISCOUNTS ON

AND

alternatives for those wbo aren't
21. Still, he admits the younger
students' choices are limited.
"Chicago nightlife certainly
gives a lot more options for
those that are 21 and older,''
McGuire said. "But there is still

The Columbia Chronicle J December 4, 2006
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hands more producti ve silence while my teacher rambles on
things 1 could be doing . for three hours isn't providing me
with my time than go to with an education; it's leading me
my next class. All of down the road to apathy and a lower
those things could actu- GPA . Since I can ' t focus in class long
ally involve landing me enough to understand what's going on
a job or relieving some in class, its inevitable that I stopped
unn ecessary stress. But caring and my grades reflect that.
no; I' m going to sit in
Now, this isn' t to say that I'm better
class, most likely not than college or that I have it any
know what the hell the worse than other students. I know
teacher is talking about everyone else is feeling my pain at
and compl etely waste this point. I' m aware of the fact that I
my time. If it weren't for have learned plenty of information
our attendance poli cy, that I can apply to future jobs. I've
chances are I would 've a lso gained tons of knowledge on
stopped go ing to classes interesting subjects from Middle
severa l weeks ago.
Eastern history to sports reporting to
Since when did coll ege become so Frank Zappa and the Mothers of
lame and pointless? Maybe I signed Invention .
Maybe I' m just subconsciously hatup for all the wrong cl asses or have a
bad attitude, but college simply does ing on college because I fear what life
not give me the same thoughtful thrill will be like after I graduate next
it used to. I'd give anything to walk semester. And wha! makes it worse is
up to a closed door with a "Class can- all the work I have to do for classes
ce led" sign posted on it every week that I can ' t even focus on or care
despite the commute 1 take from my about. But hey, I guess that's rea lly
North Side apartment. The free ho urs what the college ex perience is; I was
I wou ld have for the rest of the day is just living in a fantasy land when I
well worth the pointless commute I actua lly enjoyed my classes.
went through to get to class.
So here's to you, college. I hate you
Not on ly is class unsatisfyi ng any- right now, but maybe some day down
more, my motivation to Jearn died the road I'll learn to love ya :..
long ago after I reali zed that they did- maybe.
n ' t offer nearly as much preparation
for the real world as an actual j ob.
tbreyne@ chroniclemail.com
Sitting around a table discussing other
students' papers or sitting in stupefied

JACKASS Of THE WEEK

Dear College'
When I started attending Columbi a
four years ago, I found the college
experience exciting and motivati ng.
Though commuting from the subu rbs
my first year created some difficultics, I thought my classes were worth
it for the most part and somehow
found the will to wake up at 6 in th e
morning for a 9:30 a.m. class. All of
the new things I learn ed each week
fe lt so fresh and awesome compared
to the mind-numbing dullness of my
high school classes.
Now, in my senior year, I find nothing fresh and awesome about my
classes. The newness of college has
worn off after four long, draining
years and now my days hold the same
amount of excitement and shininess
as a penny dropped in sewage. Right
now I can count off on both of my

like to take charge, but I
also like to be given a
nod of approval before
I' m reall y OK with it.
No one wants to make a
move and have it be illreceived. No one wants
to have to say "I'm
sorry I threw you
aga inst the wa ll, baby.
How's your head?"
Really, th ough,
think the phrase is most
arousing because of its
implications. Taken literally, it doesn 't make
much se nse. We ' re
already having sex at
the time; we don 't need to verify that
verbally or encourage an act that is
already in progress.
"F-k me," therefore, shou ld actually be interpreted as " f- k me harder,"
which is where its real value as a tumon resides.
And that's a little easier to expla in.
Sure, there's something to be said for
nice, p leasant van illa sex- the type
where it's basically cudd ling with penetration- but I prefer the harder, more
abrasive version.
That probably has a lot to do with
personal preference. I'd hate to speak
for all men, because I' m sure there arc
those who prefer " making love." But I
get bored eas ily. I' m the kid who
draws a mill ion little lines in his notebook throughout the course of one
class to keep himself occup ied. 1 constantly rub my beard, tap my feet
incessant ly and play drums with my
index fingers. Son sex is good on
occa~ ion , but if it becomes the routine,
then don't be surpri~ed if I start tap-

Say the magic words
Last week, Tiffany used this space to
discuss fetishes- specifically, that she
isn't sure what hers are.
And so, inspired by that, I tried to
fi gure out what my own is. Now that I
think I have figured it out, I might as
well talk about it.
A few years ago, while in bed with
my then-girlfriend, I realized one little
thing that seems to make the whole
session quite a bit better- " f- k me."
At first, I found it a ll a little perplexing. For some reason, all a girl has to
say is " f- k me" and well, that's my
cue. The louder the better, of course.
However, I've also noticed that random profanity doesn' t necessarily
help. Neither docs excessively verba l
, ex . Narrating exactly what we're
doing is obnoxious, and making lewd
>uggestion s actually kind of creeps me
out.
So what i ~ it about " f - k me," that
magical little phra ~c? Well, I've got a
few theorie ~.
1-ir~t (If all , it '~ a cue to take over. I

ping my foot and playing drums on
your breasts.
I' m going to take so much fl ak for
that last comment. Calm down girls;
it 's a joke. 1 can hardly even play the
drums.
And really, I enjoy the soft stuff
somet imes, too. It has its place, like
first times or special occasions with
someone you care about. But those
people, however appreciated, come
few and far between. If every casual
encounter a guy has is with someone
he "really cares about," then what differentiates a girl that really catches his
eye? And in a re lati onship, if every
session is slow and "special ," things
can get boring
That's where " f- k me" cowes in.
It's like changing the channel, or
upping the ante, so to speak. It's the
signal that things are goi ng to get a little heavier. It 's what I interpret as,
" Mark, I' m no slut , but throw me
aro und a little bit. I haven't cracked
my head o pen on a headboard yet;
maybe this is my lucky night."
And it takes on different proportions
when uttered in a different tone. For
instance, a ye lled " f- k me" is more
like, " Faster, harder." A whispered
"f- k me" could mean change. po>itions, or under different ci rcumstances,
" What arc we still doing at this stupid
bar?"
The "f- k me" that l persona lly
prefer, though, is the one preceded by
"Oh! " and screamed with a sort of
possessed conviction. As in, "Wow,
you ' re good at this."
I ley, everyone needs a bit of cncO!lragclncnt.

mhymC!(alclmmic/email.com

~ w.~eY.!.a~! 2.~~h"'~~. ~~; ~;., ($)
Mark Byrne - mbyrne@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8969
Mary Kroeck - mkroeck@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8971
Brent White - bwhlte@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8970

Ratings Guide
So, Is that movie
worth watching?
That CD worth
buying? Count
the hearts In
each review and
use this handy
chart to find out.

Back in good ol' middle school, Britney Spears
was cute and pseudo-innocent, and when she wore
that little plaid jumper in the video for " Hit Me
Baby, One More Time," she was the model for
quite a few prepubescent schoolgirl fantasies.
Oh, how the times have changed.
Last week, Britney ran around New York . with
BFFs Paris Hilton and Lindsay Loban, hitting all
the hot spots. The paparazzi managed to document
the night out quite well, and it allowed The
Chronicle to take a thorough inventory of everything a girl ought to remembeT when she hits the
town:
Ferrari? Check. Ugly, frilly white shirt? Check.
Hair extensions? Check. Underwear? Oops.
Apparently, Mrs. Spears neglected to pass down
to her daughter a few rules of common decency. As
.Britney stepped out of her girlfriend's Ferrari, she
must have felt quite the draft-and she was probably seeing stars for a few minutes after the photographers captured a few choice shots of her gross,
ugly crotch and the C-section scar on his midriff.
Britney, we bate your music, but that doesn't
mean we have to bate you, too-see Bono for a
prime example. That sculpture of you naked and
bent over in pounce position made us all a little
uneasy, but we were forgiving-it was art, right?
This is different. You've been famous for a good
I 0 years now. You're 25 years old. And you think
it's OK to spend the night out in a little skirt without any underwear?
What is it about you girls? Ms. Loban seems to
have just bopped off the heels of the exact same ·
oops-where-are-my-panties photo shoot. We hate
to think it's done on purpose, but it hurts us even
more to think that you are that damn stupid.
Exposed parts are much more enjoyable when
under the guise of porn- not idiocy. This is11't
attractive, nor is it really that funny. It 's just stupid,
Britney, and you' re ·a jackass. Go to the Gap and
buy some underwear. You ' re a millionaire-we
think you can afford it.

- M.
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Complete Crap
Download It
Pretty Entertaining
Very Good
Word Up.
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Jen
Fischer

Tequila Roadhouse: This bar is awesome in so many ways. Free drinking
hours on Fridays, strong drinks that go
down smoothly and great music to shake
. my little booty to. This girl couldn 't ask
for more on those nights where I just
want to go out and let loose--at almost
no cost. 1653 N. Wells St.

Speak n' Spell: We met one amazing
Christmas Day. I was five. My adoration
for this spiffY machine receives substantial credit for the colossal word nerd I am
today. What would 've happened had my
parents given me an Atari or Teddy
Ruxpin? Clearly, I'd have been doomed
to normalcy.

Hogs and Honeys: For my past two
birthdays I've gone to this bar to celebrate another year of living, and for good
reason. The beer is pretty cheap, watching drunk idiots on the m echanical bull is
complete entertainment, and there's
bound to be a much older man offering to
pay for a cute g irl's drinks. Also, the
music choice is stellar and dancing on the
bar is a plus. 1551 N. Sheffield Ave.

Laura Ingalls Wilder: My family
moved around the country a lot, so reading her Little House on the Prairie series
was son of like therapy. I staned writing
about my own life after reading about
her covered wagon journeys and homesteading adventures. But don 't look for a
series about a crazy fami ly traveling
from state to state in a Chevy Astro van.
Then again ...

Guthrie's Tavern: This bar is perfect for
those nights where I Just want to be the
dork I really am. There's no better place
to play Battleship while drinking a Miller
Lite and having a nice, somewhat sober
conversation. 1300 W. Addison St.

Newsweek : While other teenage girls
read Seventeen and YM, I buried my
nose in this weekly news magazine. I figured: Why read about dealing with
breakups and what to wear to prom when
you can learn about medical wonders
such as Prozac and political naughtiness
like the Clinton-Lewinsky scandal?

U.S. Beer Co.: As one of the first bars I
ever went to in Chicago, I have to say
this place offers up some memorable
times. There's often cheesy live music
and great deals that tend to lead to blackouts far too early. Plus, the crowd is us ually pretty attractive on a Thursday night.
Eye candy and beer candy = fun times.
1801 N. Clybourn Ave.

s~ rabble: Sometimes my desire to win
makes me evi l and overbearing, but it's
only because I'm having so much fun
playing ... and showing off I cherish
acquiring new, enthus iastic opponents.
No doubt my husband 's superior
Scrabble skills helped seal the deal.

Exchequer: After a long day at work I
just crave this establishment's chicken
tenders and a p itcher of Old Style.
Perfect for the casual meal and drink
with co-workers and friends. 226 S.
Wabash Ave.

The Associa ted Press Stylebook : My
favorite style? A P Style. One of the more
recent additions to my list of favorite
word- and writing-related things, it
ensures cons istency, which is something
to be appreciated in a newsroom.

Hay ley
Graham

Boxing: Nothing feels better after a
long day of class and work tha n serving up my left hook while hearing
Coach Fernando yell "Get'em gi rl!"
from the ringside .
G ro up hug.u s: Want to fee l better
about yourself? Read the terrible and
sometimes twisted confessions of complete strangers. It makes me wonder if
priests hear stuff this good.
Finding m y hi gh sc hool j ournals : I
got a good laugh when I re vis ited my
high school days through the problems
I wrote about whe n I was a teen. The
m elodra ma is hi larious and makes me
wonder if being in h igh school with no
res ponsibi liti es was really all it was
cracked up.l<> be. Oh teenage angst .
I wish m y biggest concern these days
was w hich g uy I had a crush on.
Billion-dollar ideas : I wish I had one,
and I' m trying to come up with one. A
stoner guy that I went to high school
with recently invented a new hunting
device that turned out to be a billion dollar idea. Life's un fai r.
Bars in Joliet: When I was staying
w ith m y parents last week I went to
some bars, and I wish I hadn 't. If it
weren 't for the $1 Budweiser I wou ld
have left the moment the middle-aged,
overweight woman w ith a perm stood
up and sta rted si nging "You Make Me
Feel Like a Natura l Woman.''

Thanksg iving is widely regarded as a holiday revolving around family. Sure, fami ly may visit on other holidays, but TI1anksgiving is
more intimate. It used to be a time where all of my extended family on my mother 's side wou ld get together and break bread, which
is why I want to salute the oft-overlooked member of the fami ly, the dog. Bai ley here really wanted some food, but nobody gave it to
him. The protector of the household, the loyal pet, the one who will comfon you in your darkest hour no matter what may be going
on with him, gets shunned from Thanksgiving dinner. For shame, America, for shame.

I ME
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Express yourself
Neo-Futurists play, 'Drag, ' confronts issues of gender,
sexual expression and sexual identity
By Brent steven White/ Assistant A&E Editor
When norms are challenged,
conventions and standards can
crumble.
The Neo-Fururists, a local
theater company comprised of
eccentric and diverse writers,
directors and performers, is
hostin g a new play ca lled
" Drag" that confronts and ·
examines issues o f sexual identity, sexual expression and gender-bending.
Conce ived by loca l playwright Dean Evans, who codirects the play with the company's artistic director Sharon
Greene, "Drag" features local
writers and performers from
Chicago's male, female, gay,
straight, transvestite and transsexual communities. Like many
Neo-Furturists plays, "Drag" is
a collaborative piece.
The characters are played by
Jessica Hudson, Dylan Reiff,
Gabrielle Schaffer and Cesar
Torres. Greene said each of the
actors offers something distinctive to the play because of different backgrounds. Schaffer,
for example, is a transsexual
woman, while Reiff is a member
of the underground Jewish rap
group the Ju Tang Clan.
In the play, Hudson's charactries to free herself from her
famous drag persona; Reiff connects his questions about gender
and sex with an interest in
Dungeons
and
Dragons;

Schaffer talks about growing up
in Rockford, Ill., aod having a
dismissive father obsessed with
the TV show M*A*S*H; and
Torres connects his sexual identity with his Hispanic ancestry
and his passion for Clive Barker
books.
Greene, who is also a playwright, said the play isn't aimed at
the general American public in an
aitempt to teach people about drag,
but rather built for those already
within the counter-culture.
"The hard lines of gender are
starting to be erased, and this play
is about that," Greene said.
"Young people, gay or. straight, are
already savvy, and you can't shock
an 18-year-old college kid· by saying somebody in his class might be
gay or by saying gender is not the
same as sex."

"Drag" is delivered in multiple
styles including monologues,
musical numbers, dances and lipsync performances.
Greene said the play first started
to take shape in January 2006
when Evans pitched the idea to the
company.
Evans, whose character connects his cross-dressing interests
with his boyhood obsession with
Prince and .the film Purple Rain,
said he got the idea for the play in
2004, then began to developed it
"I had this idea of it being kind
of cabaret with variety," he said.
" It was written collaboratively,

and the other writers expanded on
the idea, making it broader."
Evans said that because each
performer brings personal experiences about his or her lifestyle, the
play feels more intimate and audience members can connect more
easily to the characters.
"Drag" is playing at the NeoFuturarium, 5153 N. Ashland
Ave., but takes place in the lobby.
This creates a more imitate, catwalk-type feel, Evans said.
"We always try to go deeper
with [Neo-Futurists] plays, and
this show gets real personal ,"
Evans said.
But the play, which opened Nov.
4, has received mixed reviews. A
Chicago Tribune review of
"Drag," written by Nina Metz,
I
said the play "fails to look beneath Evans, Jessica Hudson and Gabrielle Schaffer:
the s111=face," and that . "what's
missing here is the kind of soul because they expect the play to ["Drag"] should not make peosearching that speaks to both those teach them about cross-dressing ple feel normal , but rather feel
who share this impulse [to dress in and counter-culture.
that being not normal is wonderdrag], and those who don't."
"Accessibility isn't what ful, exciting and the best part of
However, Greene said she felt we're going for," Reiff said. •·
li fe."
·
the review was "unfair," and that
Bu t Greene said while issues
"Drag" runs through Dec. 9 at
the Metz couldn't relate to the play o f gender, sexuality and dress- the Neo-Futurarium, 5153 N.
because of an "old mindset."
. ing in drag are heavy and impor- Ashland Ave. Performances are
"I think they were looking for tant topics, the play can not pos- Thursday through Saturday.
us to explicate the things that sibly "cover it all" given its Tickets are "pay-what-you-can"
mystify them about the drag short duration of an hour and 15 on Thursdays and $1-5 on Fridays
world," Greene said.
minutes. However, she insisted and Saturdays ($10 for students
Reiff, a former intern for the "Drag" touches on these sub- or seniors with /D). The show
Neo-Futurists and a performer jects with a fresh and young per- starts at 8 p.m.
in the play, agreed with Green spective.
and said many reviewers have
"There's a lot there if you're
bwhite@cliro1ticlehfttft:c11ffl
been turned off - by "Drag" listening," she said. "I think that
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Pows in the sky

Pet astrology gives insight into animal personality
By Mary Kroeck/Assistant A&E Editor

Does Fido have a fiery temper? study and believe in astrology,
Then he might be an Aries. Is the answers to many of life's
Whiskers really attached to her most unpredictable questions are
mother? Then she might be a all given in a natal chart. For
Cancer. If pet owners wonder example, if someone's wondering
why their four-legged fri ends if they'll ever get married, have
have the personalities they do, it children or be- successful in a
all may be exp lained ·by taking a career all they need to know is
when and where they were born,
look at the stars.
Astrology isn' t just for dcr some calculations and plug it
humans. The art and . science of all into the chart. The answers
studying the stars also gives pet will reveal themselves.
Chicago astrologer Marlene
owners insight into their best
friend's health, personality, likes Tomasello has experience in writing
and explain ing pet natal
and dislikes.
Linda Frana, author of pel charts. She has been a professionastrology computer sofrware for al astrologer since 1979. She said
Cosmic Patterns, a company that if pet owners only have a date and
produces astrqlogical natal not a time, 20 percent to 40 percharts, ·believes that if someone cent of information that a chart
knows the date and time of their can provide can be lost. If she has
pet's birth, the owner can learn all of the information about the
anything about them .
pet, the chart is 90 percent accu"Not many people know the rate. She said she can even fi nd
exact time of their pet's birth," information out about an owner
Franco said. " But I can still do a by looking at the pet's natal chart.
"I once did a natal chart for a
chart w ithout one. People in the
breeding ring enjoy it more than horse/' Tomasello said. " I could
anything."
tell through the chart that the
Breeders are interested in horse had been abused by a man.
knowing as much as they can The owner said that had been true
about their pet so they can deter- and because of that abuse the
mine whether or not the animal horse was having problems."
People from various walks of
may be good in a competitive setting like dog shows or horse life get natal charts done, accordraces. According to Frana, most ing to Tomasello, who charges
pet breeders record the day and $100 for a chart and reading sestime of an animal's birth. If those sion. While the request for them
facts are known, she can compile is rare, she says that when an
owner gets a chart done for his or
a complete natal chart.
Natal charts are a map of the her pet it can reveal things about
positioning of all the planets as the animal the owner may not
well as the moon at the time of a know.
person's birth. For those who
" I had someone come in who

had a cat," Tomasello said. " It
was a pedigree, so the owner
knew the animal's birth information. He just did the chart as a
lark. Through the chart, I found
that the cat was having fluid
issues. The owner took his pet to
the veterinarian and found out
that it was true. "
Tomase llo,
like
Franco,
acknowledges that the majority
of people who get charts done are
breeders or have gotten their pet
from a breeder as opposed to getting a pet from a pound or animal
shelter.
" When you're dealing with
show dogs, it's important to know
when the best time is to show the .
dog," Tomasello said. "All of that
information can be found through
a natal chart. If an owner is having a problem wi th their pet
[aggressive behavior, ill ness,
etc.] a chart can help them understand more about them and it's
fun."
However,- there are many skeptics of the practice of astrology
for both pets and humans. James
Halstead, chair of Re ligious
Studies at DePaul University,
said a belief in astrology is wrong
because it removes blame from
an individual.
"If human beings are free and
responsible, likewise are animals," Halstead said. "The stars
don't cause things. Biology causes things."
Halstead, who has been studying religion for 50 years, also
thinks a belief in astrology is
"silly" but people can believe in

want as
not hurting anyone.
Mary Whitney, an astrology
teacher at the Temple of Kriya
Yoga, 2414 N. Kedzie Blvd., has
practiced astrology professionally for 32 years.
"Astrological charts are a map,
more like, a symbol, and are based
on the theory of ' as above, so
below," said Whitney, meaning
that whatever is in the stars can
tell those on earth a lot of personal information.
"You encounter many skeptics," Whitney said. "Not everything in the chart is set in stone,

you can get an
your
entire life by looking at a chart."
Whitney has never heard of pet
astrology and although she personally has never done a natal
chart for a pet, she thinks it can
be beneficial.
"I don't have any pets," said
Whitney. "But animals have a
strong attunement. If the practice
works for humans, I don't see
why it couldn' t wo"rk for a pet."
mkroeck@chroniclemail.com
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Copyright low still
murky in tech ero
Think your iPod can play m!=>Vies? Think again.
By Mike Hughlett;MCT
It seems like a no-brainer that copying

So, why does he t hink
he's a whippet?

Directed by
Jeff Lee

a DVD and reselling it should be illegal.
But how about copying it to your iPod?
Or, if you ' re a professor, copying snippets of Citizen Kane to illustrate a point
in your class?
Well, the answer is "No, you can 't" on
the iPod. Sut academics can freely capture Kane's "Rosebud" moment and
other highlights, courtesy of a decision
by the lJ.S. Copyright Office that went
into effect this week.
The rulings highlight the same murky
legal frontier where copyright law meets
· burgeoning digital technology. It's a
place shadowed by the question , "Where
do the rights of digital-age property·
ho lders-be they movie s tudios or
phone companies- end, and the rights
of consumers begin?"
Such questions are dealt with by the
Copyright Office, an arm of the Library
of Congress. It helps decide what is
legal by issuing exemptions to a landmark 1998 law, the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act. The exemption ~. issued
every three years, are based on complaints about the law's shortcomings.
The digital copyright act is this country's way of complying with global
intellectual-property treaties drafted in
1996. The treaties and the 1998 law
were born when digital technology had
begun upending the way music, video
and other media were being delivered to
cgnsumers.
Owners of copyrighted media wanted
to ensure their property was protected in
the new digital world. TV studios, for
instance, would be hard-pressed to sell
video clips on the Internet if someone
could copy them for resale wi thout
penalty:
So, the DMCA makes it a crime to circumvent the tec!mological safeguards
that movie and other media companies
take in order to protect their property.
That protection is known as digital
rights management, techno logy that
locks up copyrighted material. For
instance, a DVD is specially encrypted
to prevent copies from being made.
The problem, Internet civil liberties
advocates say, is the breadth of the
DMCA and how it is interpreted.
The law has been used at times to
deter innovation and competition- not
piracy, said the Electronic Frontier
Foundation, a San Francisco-based
Internet civil- liberties group. A lawsuit
over a garage door opener serves as an
example, it said.
In 2002, Elmhurst, 111. ,-based
Chamberlain Group, a major maker of
garage door openers, sued Canada-

based Skyl_ink Technologies, claiming it
·
violated the DMCA.
Skylink makes remote-control devices
that open garages doors, including doors
made by Chamberlain. Chamberlain
claimed Skylink's · remote basically
cracked the computerized technology
lock on Chamberlain doors.
The courts disagreed, ruling that
Sky!ink 's remote didn' t lead to unauthorized use of Chamberlain's software.
''I'm pretty sure Congress wasn't
intending that people can only open
their garage door with the approved
doohickey," said Jennifer Granick ,
director of Stanford Un ivers ity Law ·
School's Center for Internet and Society.
Another significant new exemption to
the DMCA involves COs. Computer
security experts now clearly have the
right to investigate and correct security
flaws embedded in CDs.
The ruling stems from a CD security
flap concerning Sony BMG, said
Co.cynne McSherry, a staff attorney for
the Electronic Frontier Foundation.
Last year, Sony BMG producea CDs
that included particularly intrusive technology aimed at limiting copies. It left
computers susceptible to viruses. .•and
other attacks.
Sony BMG got a big PR black •eye
from the incident and ended up J~ettling
class-action suits from consumers.
The flaw :-vas di scoyer.ed rtn<l iny~ti
gated .by n:p~ivatq <•rc,oDJPIIIier-s~f\Y
experts. But by proving their case, it
was not clear whether they W~JR illegally breaking into Sony's copyrigh\e@
property. Now, with the Copyright
Office ruling, it's clear that the)( can
search for security flaws if they_bave
reason to believe they exist, McSherry
said.
" If security researchers can't test for
tech flaws, consumers won't be protected," she said.
As for film professors, the law was
murky on whether they could use pieces
of movies in class. That led to lawsuit
worries in academia.
The Copyri ght Office's ruling "is
what film professors need to do their
work," McSherry said.
_Under the D!'vfCA, though, average
citizens still can't copy· movies for their
own use, something groups like
McSherry's have unsuccessfully pushed
for.
Consumers can' t digitally copy a
DVD for their personal computer or
portable video player- legally. But on
the Internet, illicit software is available
that s trips security encryption from
DVDs.

MCT
The most recent generation of !Pods comes equipped with technology to play
movies. But there Is some debate es to whether playing movies Is even legal.
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Younger generation taking up old pastime
By Jlt Fong Chln/MCT

· Three years ago, Jennifer Bales busted in October. The Web allows knitters to
her knee. She then went on a family trip to buy fancy and high-quality yams they
Yosemite. It didn 't seem like she was can't find at Michaels or Jo-Ann Fabrics
going to have much fun, so she decided to and Crafts.
Many new yarn stores, like La Petite
learn to knit. And no, she's not a grandma
in her 50s.
·
Knitterie in Ladera Ranch, Calif., market
Bales, now 3 1, said she gof her mother- to trend-conscious clients and host lots of
in-law to teach her to knit. By February classes and y am clinics. La Petite
2004, she fonned Long Beach, Calif., Knitterie opened in 2004 with polished
Stitch 'n Bitch, an e-mail list that now has interiors and an emphas is on natural
fibers, including in-house hand-painted,
more than !50 subscribers.
Every Wednesday, I 0 to 20 Long Beach hand-spun merino wools.
SNB members meet at either a coffee
"The whole industry has updated
itself," said La Petite Knitterie owner Kat
shop or Banana Beny, a local yarn store.
In the past five years, knitting and cro- Garcia. "I was just at Anthropologie and
cheting has enjoyed a surge in popularity they have knitting needles on the tables.
.in North America and the United It's for young people; it can be hip and
Kingdom. According to surveys commis- classy."
sioned by the Craft Yarn Council of . There's also a wave of hip knitting
America, a trade group whose members books. Perhaps the most popular is Stitch
sell 85 percent of materials in the knitting 'n Bitch: The Knitter s Handbook- the
industry, the number of knitters and cro- . sassy 2003 blockbuster by Bust Magazine
cheters in the 25-34 age category jumped editor Debbie Stoller. Patterns in the first
!50 percent from 2002 to 2004, to hit 5.7 Stitch book had punchy names like
"ribbed-for-her-pleasure scarf," "punk
million women.
Overall, 36 percent of American rock backpack" and "powerful wrist prowomen know how to knit or crochet, a 51 tection."
.Stoller has since released two followpercent increase from I 0 years ago.
Banished are the acrylic yarns and ups and will lead a "Stitch 'n Beach"
afghans; this new generation of knitters cruise from Long Beach to Mexico in
loves high-quality and textured yarn, one- January 2007.
of-a-kind sweaters and the occasional
With trendy cruises and books, most
novel project like felted knee-high boots, knitters no longer wony about being periPod cozies, fingerless gloves.or a skimpy ceived as old-fashioned.
"All those people who looked down on
bikini.
"I never thought I'd be a fiber geek," knitting- and housework, and housesaid 43-year-old Renata Fossett, a license wives- were not being feminist at all,"
administrator at an IT company. "If you Stoller wrote in her first Stitch book. " In
asked me five years ago what hobbies I fact, they were being anti-feminist, since
have, I'd say more active things- hiking, they seemed to think that only those
things that men did, or had done·, were
juggling. But now, I' ll say knitting."
It can be incredibly ~petitive, and worthwhile."
therein lies the appeal. For fans, the creAs meditative as the hobby is, many
ative process beguiles. First it's a linear knitters and crocheters love the social
piece of yarn, and then it's a three-dimen- aspect of knitting in groups.
sional sculpture.
"I've learned so much from the older
"It's really kind of like yoga," said knitters," Crouse said. "They teach you
Bobbie Crouse, a manager at Suzoo's how to take care of yourself. "They say,
Wool WorkS and the organizer of Orange 'Make sure you do this, make sure you
' county SNB. " When I'm knitting, all of a take your calcium.' They say, ' You' ve got
sudden, my breathing slows down, my to s low down in life. " '
worries go away. It's really relaxing,"
All types of advice is exchanged, and as
But what has caused resurgence in the with fishing and other hobbies that require
interest of knitting? For one, there's the patience, sometimes advice for knitting
Internet. A s with fantasy baseball, sounds like it could apply to other aspects
antiques, niche dating or conspiracy theo- of life.
ries, knitting blossomed when its practi"I guess there's an old phrase: ' As you
tioners realized there were other people knit, so shall you rip,"' Bales said. "If you
just like them.
knit something, don't be afraid if you have
Stephanie
Pearl-McPhee
of to rip it out. That's always hard for a knitYarnharlot.ca, for instance, drew more ter. But as one of the knitters said, it's just
than 500 responses when she posted an string . It's not the end of the world."
entry on a complicated shawl she finished
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Boy oh boy, 'My Boys' is terrible
A new show on TBS takes offer 'Sex and the City, ' misses the boat entirely
By Mali< Byme/A& E Editor
On Nov. 30. TBS aired an hour
of "Sex and the City" reruns , and
then followed them with the first
two episodes of " My Boys," a
new "comedy" about a tomboy
with a group of guy friends.
At first. the decision seemed
appn.priate. but in the long run. it
was a huge mistake. "My Boys"
follows the basic premise of"Sex
and the City": A sexy youngjournahst spends the entire episode
wondering out loud about relationships. and o ffering ana logies
w herever applicabl
but that's
about where the s imi larities end.
"Sex and the City" won over
audiences for s ix seasons
because of several key ingredients- not the least of which
being that every episode is a
kinky love letter to New York
City. But Carrie and her girlfriends wouldn 't namedrop the
Big Apple's big night clubs out of
nowhere. and the producers managed to refrain from showing
cheesy skyline shots at every
opportunity. Instead. the appreciation was tactful : the girls lived in
the city, and they talked about
different boroughs like city girls.
They craved the "classic six on
the Upper West Side" and were
horrified about taking a cab all
the way to the Bronx.
"My Boys" doesn't quite have
the same finesse. They are obviously in Chicag~ur heroine,
underacted by Jo rdana Spiro.
covers the Cubs for the Chicago

Sun-Times. But the way she and
her friends namedrop bars along
with the street they are located on
is about as awkward as I was in
the fifth grade. At one point, a
character who works at a radio
station actually walks into the
room wearing a shirt with a big
Metro logo on the front. The
audience is supposed to believe
that is normal. Chicagoans, the
world will soon know, walk
around their city wearing advertisements for di fTc rent attractions.
Have you seen my Scars Tower
sweatshirt?
To add to the disappointment,
each scene concludes with a
zoom out o f a postcard-quali ty
Chicago landmark. Lake Shore
Drive and Wrigley Field are both
featured. and one can 't help but
feel like the producers were trying to reach a quota of familiarity. Like the audience wi ll somehow forget this show is based in
Chicago as soon as we go I0 minutes without a C hicago-specific
screen shot.
"Sex and the City" was as
much about the city as it was
about re lationships. The show
simpl y couldn 't take place in
rural Indiana, because the premise was intrinsically connected to
that city- it was about living and
dating in New York.
But one doesn 't get that same
impression from "My Boys ."
Instead, " My Boys" seems to use
Chicago as a means to gamer an

Shots of Chicago landmarks. suc h as Wrigley Field , 1060 W. Addison Ave .• recur throughout episodes
of ' My Boys,' a new series on TBS.

automatic fan base. But Chicago
isn't that nai ve; it's a flimsy gimmick and it won't hold up.
The same, unfortunately, goes
for the main pl ot line. Here we
have a tomboy, and all of her
friends are men. Bes ides that
being the basis for a million softcore porn fi lms, it's also a onetrick pony. and only so many
jokes can come from it. In the
first episode, the girl attempts to
date a guy from work. They bond
over a baseball card collection
and talk sports over beer. When
they finally make it back to her
bed, the guy gets freaked out
because she is saying all of 'the
lines " the guy is supposed to say"
-yes, that is a direct quote. Will
that happen in every singl e

episode? How many times can
that possibly be funny? And once
it ceases to happen, doesn ' t that
negate the entire conflict of the
show? All good questions.
But the most important question is why TBS aired " My Boys"
right after "Sex and the City."
The producers certain ly were
wise to try and highlight the similarities between a hit show and
its offspring, but when that offspring is defective, limbless and
ugly. it only heightens the contrast. Instead, Chicagoans will be
left angry. " Why the hell couldn't
we get a decent show about our
city?" they' ll ask.
"My Boys" is a good reason to
rum off the TV and go outside.
Yes, it 's cold and windy this time

COLUMBIAI?i'1
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of year, but the producers completely missed the );,oat on everything this city has to offer- the
kind of things that Chicagoans
know all about. Like the fact that
there is more to this town than
Wrigley Field, deep dish and the
Red Line. Throw on your Sears
Tower sweatshirt and go enjoy it.

mbyrne@chroniclemail.com

"My Boys"

Tuesdays at 9 p.m. on
TBS
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Chicago Antisocial flees the scene

I ME

West Loop.
Erik Wenzel, a Chicago arti st,
had an installation on d isplay at
the after party. Wenzel d id n't
meet Armstrong while she was
there, but he read about it in her
column the next week. " Is th is
supposed to be art?" she wrote.
Sti ll, Wenze l said he is g lad to
have that k ind o f vo ice in
Chicago's art scene.
"Usually people in the art
commun ity might talk about
that stuff in conve rsation b ut not
write it down li ke that," Wenzel
s aid. " Th at's probably why
everyone hates her so much. But
I th ink any d ialogue about it is
better than no dialogue."
Wenze l said he doesn't hate
her, though he th inks she sometimes mig ht not un derstand
what she's talking about. Strom
also claims that he likes her as a
person-'·J' m not obsessed, and
I don 't have any hang-ups o n
trying to fuck her," he wroteth oug h he was adama ntl y
opposed to her column , describing it as "the wors t regular feature I've ever seen in a pro fessional paper, as we ll as a b li ght
on the once-reliable Reader and
Chicago journa lism as a whole."
Strom's ma in arg ument was
that Armstrong didn't take the
opportun ity to write a widelyread column seriously enough,
and on ly wrote for herself and
for her group of friends. She

was a ·'selfish writer," Strom
theorized, who used the column
like a blog.
According to True, that' s just
tine.
··The fact that there are a lot of
people who don' t like the column
is interesti ng to me, but it never
Why these things shouldn't be egalitarian. Plus, nakeds
made me thi nk that we shouldn't
f~~notech ~nd_a goodpld·fashioned Toledo catfight.
run it," True said. "She's a great
F~~~= =-~--=..,"f.i =:::::::::"'..:.."". 1~'7.1:-~=
writer, and has an unusual per:.~...t.'
=.~"!. =-=:.~:::" ~::---~-:;.":::1
spective on a world that I don't
~:=:..::.;~ ~~,::_:;-; !~~~z~~
personally experience."
Armstrong is fine with the
; Top: Graphic by Jos hua Covarrubias. Bottom left: a cli p of the Chicago Antisocia l page in which Liz Armstrong covere d the Nova Art Fair
"haters,'' too.
after party. Bottom right: Liz Armstrong, a columnist fo r The Chicago Reader. poses in a gra ffitied bathroo m.
" I read like every last word ,
obsess ively," she said of
LizWatch. "At times, it amused
me. Because it's flattering thar
someone would want to comb
through your work and your life
By Mark Byrne/ A&E Edito r
so intensely.•·
No one is set to replace
his week, Chicag o 's under- cussed Arms trong's work at C hi cago," Arms tron g said . year, s he got a summer intern - Armstrong's column at the
g round
commun ity-a length on LizWatch , a blog he ·' We ' re not a ce lebrity c ity. And ship at the Village Vo ice, which Reader. Accord ing to True, that
loosely defined collect ion started in November 2004, two we don' t have any writing about ins pired her to d rop out o f woul dn 't be possible.
of arti sts, musician s and just months after the first issue of ce lebrities. I thoug ht it ' d be school. College, s he said, was
"The col umn existed because
plain o ld hipsters -lost a big the co lumn ran, and carried on funny if we sort of manufac- only teaching her " how to wake s he existed, and the next co lum n
topic of conversation.
s poradically for about five tured it by having an anti-gossip up early."
:-yill ex ist because that person
That
is
because
Liz months.
goss ip column."
Armstrong moved to Chicago lias someth ing to brin g to the
Armstrong, a columnist for the
Strom is a DJ, writer and actor in
I
0
years
ago
and
wrote
for
varipaper," True said .
And the Reade r was right
Chicago Reader, is moving o ut Chicago. While he wasn't the behind her. Alison True, the edi- ous zi ves be fore free lanc ing for
Arms trong's job in Las Vegas
of town .
direct subject of Chicago tor of the fre e weekly paper, the Reader in 2000. In 2004, is with an other alternat ive
She 's leaving for Las Vegas, Antisocial until last
wanted to give when her col umn ran regularLy, weekly publication that covers
and with he r she's taking March
when
Arms trong
a s he quit an o ffi ce job to purs ue art and music, so it shouldn't be
"{The
column}
Chicago Antisocia l, a column Armstrong
w rote
column to fea- that full tim e.
too much of a departure. from
LizWatch,
created two years ago abo ut her about
But the s ubject matter of her her pre- Antisocia l work at the
is there because ture her voice
adventures in Chicago- from Strom 's career as a DJ
and
expose articles before that was a natural Reader. She doesn't know her
no one writes
debaucherous loft parties to at hip Wicker Park
readers to some- progress ion toward Chicago new c ity well, but if the culture
this
shit.
I
about
night spots places him
avant-garde art performances.
Anti socia l. She often wrote is there, she said, she'd like to
thing new.
Arm strong's column was an within her scope of like showing peo" It was started about art and fashion, and her eventually revive the co lumn.
anomaly in the Chicag o press. criticism.
Unti l then, however, don' t
ple what is really to prov ide a music rev iews sometimes spoke
On the first offiCreated by the Reader specifilooki ng
for
new
venue for Liz's more o f the crowd than the both er
exciting
in
this
entry
on
cally to showcase Armstrong's cial
An tisocial-style wri ting on line.
unique
s kill," band.
world.
It
's
not
voice, Chicago Antisocia l -was a LizWatch , dated Jan.
T he columns oft en used that Despite the fact that many conTrue said . " We
go ssip column about a particu- 27 , 2 005, Strom about cool. Fuck didn' t
say, backgroun d. Ge nerall y, each sidered Chicago Antisocial to be
larly unwritten-about c rowd, wrote: " Everyone I
' Woah, we've column critiqued two or three on par with a blog. Armstrong
cool."
one that was de fined by its know in the c ity
gotta find a events that Arm strong attend- said she does n' t keep an o nline
-Liz
A
rmstrong
below-the-radar status. It made compl ains abo ut Li z
sassy ni ght Ii fe ed- typica lly c lubs, bars, con- journal. and she doesn't rea lly
heroes o f anti-heroes like DJ Arm strong, but they
repo rter.' T he certs, art shows or last week- care for them. But she's aware
of the comparison, and she' s
John Del Santo-who calls him- still read her to see if
more s he wrote end 's party.
self Johnny Love-and made they are in her column o r the about herself, the mo re interest" [T he co lu mn] is there tine with it.
" I g enerally think that
because no one writes about this
hipster clubs like Sonotheque a party they were just at, because ed we were."
they need something to read on
The job description, True shit," Armstrong said. " I like blogs- and
co lumns
like
place to see and be seen.
- Despite th at- or perh aps the can, because t hey enjoy said , was simple: Li z j ust had to s howi ng peop le what is really m ine- are for attention-starved
excit ing in the world . It 's not losers," Armstrong said.
because of it- the crowd s he making fun of her- it 's simple write abo ut her life.
Armstrong, who is 29 years about coo l. Fuck cool."
wrote about conta ined some o f AND fun- or, like me, because
they can't stop."
o ld, grew up in Schaum burg,
mbyrne a cltrunic/email com
In one March 2005 article,
her most vocal critics.
But, according to Arm strong, Ill. , and went to school at A rmstro ng attended an after
Take Eric Strom, for instance.
of
Mi ssouri - party fo r the Nova Young Art
University
Though Strom declined seve ral that was exactly the point.
" We don't have ce lebrities in Columbia. After her fres hman fa ir at a gall ery space in the
requests for an interview, he di s-

The Little Art Fair
That,couldn't Quite

....

. ?.5E::t

Chicago's hipster gossip columnist moves away.
Who will show up with a notebook to loft parties now?

T
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Molecolor gostronomy? Yummy!
Chicago restaurant is one of the few in the U.S. using a rare cooking technique
By Matt Woronko/Staff Writer

ood in Chicago may never
F Consider
look the same agam.
a dish at the
restaurant Mota, at 945 W.
Fulton Market. What appears to
be com chips with ground beef
and salsa is actually a combination of com chips with poundcake , melted chocolate and
kiwis . How is this possible?
Thank a technique called molecular gastronomy.
Once unheard of, molecular
gastronomy has spread across
the United States and Europe
within the past I 0 years. And
Chicago is one of the few cities
in America with a restaurant

of grape juice," Cantu said. "We
known for it.
Since 2004, Homaro Cantu, squirt both, and one has a fizexecutive chef at Mota, has zling agent and the other has a '
offered the city his post-modem foaming agent. This can even be
culinary creations. He said the a line for kids. Not to make
chefs there follow a process of champagne, but to drink grape
innovation.
juice."
" We like to think like mad
Another creation that Ca.ntu is
chi ldren," Cantu said. " What working on patenting is a polyeveryone else call s molecular mer box that cooks food in front
gastronomy, I call it having of diners. He then said he heats
fun."
a special cavity in the box for a
One feature Mota provides is few minutes. After that, he can
letting diners create their own place the box off the stove and it
synthetic champagne, combin- will still cook food at room teming two different components to perature for four to six hours.
make one drink.
If that doesn't prove restau" We take two different kinds rants like Moto are doing something different, perhaps the edible menus will make people
believers.
Or maybe a smoking piece of
bread will do it. Cantu said that
one dish involves compacting
bread m the size of a coal, then
squirting it with squid ink. After
it is cooked, it is brought to the
table, which looks like a smoking briquette that came from a
barbecue pit.
Defined as the technique of
involving scientific principles in
the preparation and cooking of
food, Fr.ench sc ientist Herve
This and Oxford University
phys ics teacher Nicholas Kurti
trademarked the term in 1980.
Both men felt that not enough
attention was being focljsed on
the scientific realm of cooking,
so they gathered old recipes and
experimented to see which techniques worked.
However, not everyone is crazy

about the cuisine Mota offers. of all the food. Whatever goes
.food scientist Chef Michael· into water baths, however, is not
Staver, a member of the School of just tossed in. Rath~r, the food is
Culinary Arts at Kendall College, placed into an airtight bag and
believes that the techniques used at lowered into the bath. Then it is
Mota are more of an attempt to cooked slowly, which is supwow and daztle diners with extra · posed to give the food a softer
ingredients.
texture and richer flavor.
"Mota is a lot of show and no
Aside from different cooking
go," Staver said. "It's dramatic styles, molecular gastronomy
and theatrical. It 's theater with offers new combinations of flafood."
vors. Chefs are beginning to disStaver said if Chicago were cover how the .vast number of
full of molecular gastronomy smell receptors in the nose
restaurants, then it wouldn't be affect the way peopl~ taste food.
such a novelty. To Staver, culi- This occurs whe!J something
nary students can learn more called "volatile molecules" end
valuable techniques to use while · up stimulating many different
cooking.
smell receptors. What that does
" If I can teach what a lemon is help chefs discover what flaor lime, an acid, does to food, vors of food can go together.
One example is caviar with
that 's a tool they can use,"
Staver said. "I appreciate white chocqlate. Since both
[molecular gastronomy], but have high levels of amines, broI'm not going 'there."
ken down amino acids, they
Just involv ing science and help contribute the same flavor.
food can be challenging within
Though combinations like
itself. Elizabeth Davis, biology pineapple and blue cheese are
teacher at Columbia's Science an anomaly, many are waiting to
Institute, said that using liquid see what more can be discovnitrogen could backfire in the ered. with this new method of
kitchen.
science and cooking. Davis ~j!id
What makes liquid nitrogen that science can help cooking'
.
uns table, Davis said in an e- evolve.
mail, is that it is easy to freeze
"I think the scientific method
your s kin or worse. Though offers a simple and logical way
risks like that persist for chefs to document tasting and test
who use molecular gastronomy, ingredients or. methods to proDavis said that the culinary and duce enhanced yumminess and
scientific world have a remark- then to document the recipe,"
Davis said.
able amount of similarities.
"Cooking is more like empiriWith several other bre~k;;.
cal sc ience where observations throughs waiting, such as aroare made and hypotheses can be matic cooking utensils aiid
deducted from observati ons," using fro zen popcorn in a dish,
Davis said. " As you perform Cantu sees room for more innoexperiments, like change factors vation as time goes on.
or ingredients in a recipe, you · "With food, there is always
room for improvement," Cantu
can test different factors."
Another item that chefs use is said. "Once we rule stuff out , we
water baths, which looks like a become boring."
sma ll er vers ion of a kitchen
chronicle@colum.edu
sink.
According to the manufacturer 's website, water baths give a
che f precise control of temperature to ensure thorough cooking
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Reviews
••

••

This spin on Christmas
songs isn't classic as one
Sarah McLachlan
would expect. Though his
Wintersong
voice remains distinct and
smooth, it feels ai though
he tries too hard to get creative with songs that are
best left simple and light.
Still, some gems like
" Have Yourself a Meny
Little Christmas" show-off
the man's true talent.
- T. Breyne

.James Taylor
James Taylor at
Christmas

••••

The Walking Dead
By Rob.ert Kirkman and
Tony Moore

•••••

The Santa Clause 3
Directed by Michael
Lembeck

The story of a Kentucky
•
.police ofticer's struggle to
Chicago Sun-Times
survive in a world overNovember 29, 2006
run by, you guessed it, the
walking dead. Image's
monthly· comic earns considerable props for keeping s trong into its third
year and fifth trade paperback, diving deeper into
the post-apocalyptic zombie epic than mosi films
dare to~ --S. Baltrukonis

• ••••

This pretty album may
create a serene ambience
for snuggling by the fire,
but most of these traditional songs of the season
sound the same: slow and
delicate. Wintersong needs
some upbeat tracks. Even
McLachlan 's version of
John Lennon's poppy
" Happy Xmas (War is
Over)'' is a snoozer.

Incubus
Light Grenades

~- Fischer

They decided Oprab looking for a new condo warRussian Criminal Tattoo
ranted a front-page story.
Encyclopedia, Vol. II
"Oh my God, OPRAH
By Vasiliey and Baldaey
MIGHT MOVE!" yells
some reporter in the n·e wsroom, causing six editors
to all s print toward the big .
red "stop the presses" button. " Thank god we got it
in time. Take THAT
Tribune" says one editor. A
series of high-fives then
ensues. -J. Jaworski

• ••

Santa Claus meets opposition from Jack Frost, who
Bobby
wants to take over the big
Directed by Emilio
guy's job and monopolize
Estevez
Christmas. Meanwhile,
Santa's in·laws-who have
no idea he's Santa- visit
to the North Pole, only
they think he and their
daughter live in Canada.
Let the bacon and hockey
jokes rolL- A. Riggio

Bobby doesn 't attempt to
be a biopic. Instead, it fol lows the lives of about a
dozen people at the
Ambassador Hotel in L.A.
the day Bobby Kennedy
was shot. No one portrays
Kennedy; rather, Estevez
uses footage of RFK and
audio of his speeches. The
voiceover at the end made
me tear up. - K. Haburn

T):te man who taught
many 4!tudents the basics
of writing for print and
broadcast is saying good· bye to Columbia after
years of dedicated service
to the Journalism
Department. For all the
lessons in grammar, tips
for e~iting, ins ight about
the industry and most of
all for caring about the
students-thanks.
- M.Kroeck

Well, it's that time of the
year when television viewers have to s uffer through
a h9liday Lexus commercial. It's the one where a
business jerk buys his· wife
or mistress a bow-adorned
Lexus and she ge~ all
weepy. Keep the holiday
miracles coming.
- E. Kasang

•
Bow-adorned Lexus

•••

Premium Blend

•

The Real World: Denver
MTV

D ickeys

This album is full of
melodies that sound so similar it's hard to tell when one
song ends and another
begins. It has the melodies
of Morning View with the
refined lyrics of Make
Yourself The political
themes' of the band's last
album are still present.
though toned down in songs
like the title track " Light
Grenades." - M Kroeck
The name says it all With
an introduction by ·
Pulitzer-prize winning
author Anne Applebaum,
this encyclopedia shines a
light into one of the darkest comers of the Soviet
Union.This second volume
doesn't shortchange readers on any of the scandalous photographs and
illustrations that made the
first volume such a cult
hit.-H Clauss
The problem with this
show is that it represents
the demise of decency
and intell igence in
American culture. This
season features a homophobic black man, a racist
gay man and moron ic
cheerleader-types who
mai\e out with eachother
in a hot tub and actually
have the audacity to label
it as "experimenting".
- M. Byrne

It doesn't matter what
everyone says about
them. These late night
merit badges of the mouth
act as a nice reminder to
all the squares in your
class that you' re not letting your overdue homework interfere with your
long makeout sessions.
And the sorer it is, the
better. - H. Clauss

Kristen Ford

Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands
Kristen Ford is only a sophomore at Columbia, studying
mus ic business, but she has a job at a record label and an
internship with Venus Magazine. She's an ambitious girl.
Ford, who hails from Greenfield, Mass., plays guitar and
records as a solo artist. She recorded one EP, Welcome to the
Family, and recently played a sold-out show at Guess
Hooka bar in Ukrainian Village, where she lives.
Ford approaches marketing with all the latest tools of the
trade: MySpace, Facebook and text messaging, and she's
got some theories about what works and what doesn't.
She sat down with The Chronicle recently at
Gourmand-where she's performed- to discuss how a girl
w ith a -guitar builds a fan base in Chicago.
T he C h ronicle: What's different about the scene here
and the one in Massachusetts?
Kristen Ford: The music scene is really accepting here. It's
never boring. There's every kind of style going, and so
many more venues to showcase your art and just ways to
reach your audience. [But] Chicago is a hard city to not be
2 1 in.
What's your live show like?
.
It's a lot of energy. You know, people often [say], "Oh, a
girl with an acoustic guitar, this is going to be really kind of
lame." But I always stand up, and I jump around. I mostly
play originals, some covers.
Wbat kind of covers?
I like Radiohead a lot. I'll do " Biackstar," or "True Love
Waits." Sometimes B-sides, maybe things people haven't
always heard.

Who else are you into?
I like Ani Difranco. She's a big influence.
Is your live show ins pired by her ?
I would say a little bit. But not in a fist-pumping feminist
way. She's done really well commercially too, on a business
aspect, so that's definitely an inspiration there. Why sign to
a label that's going to take all your money when you can
keep control of it yourself!
What have you learned a bo ut self-prom otion?
It's interesting when it comes to bookings. When you
send out things yourself, a lot of times people don 't take it
seriously. But then the minute you have a friend with an emai l address send out someth ing as your "manager," suddenly people start calling you back. It's interesting.
How do y ou avoid being s hamel~s a bout it?
I try to be pretty tasteful about it. I have maybe 300 people on my mai ling list, and I' ll send them maybe once a
month. And I' ll always say that if you don't want to receive
thee-mails then just reply w ith "go away." And maybe like
one or two people will reply with "go away," but you know,
just keep it to a minimum . And I don't leave any of those big
blatant "thanks for the add" p ictures on people's Myspace
[profil~]. You can be tasteful about it. Myspace is kind of
tacky in and o f itself. I'm just trying to get people to check
out my music and come to my s hows.
What do you have planned to get your name out there?
At this point, I really want to be playing I 00 shows a year.

Ford's next show is at Uncommon Ground, 3800 N. Clark St.,
on Jan. 2 I. Check out her music at
www. myspace. comlkfochicago
- M. Byrne
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Ason under the influence
Nick Cassavetes chats about his new film, father's Influence
By Matt Fagerholm/Film Critic
As children, we're all encouraged to foilow in our fathers'
footsteps . Imagine being the
child of a man who directed
influential classics such as
Faces and A Woman Under the
Influence and became the father
of American independent filmmaking.
But the 47-year-old son of
John Cassavetes has no intention of filling his father's bottomless shoes. After a brief acting career in straight-to-video
erotic thrillers with titles like
Assault of the Killer Bimbos,
Nick Cassavetes has found success for the past decade, directing films such as Shes So
Lovely, John Q and 2004's
smash hit The Notebook.
Filmmaking is still a family
affair for Cassavetes, who
enjoys the "shorthand" found
when-working with kin and has
cast his mother Gena Rowlands
in three of his films.
His latest directorial effort,
Alpha Dog, which opens. on
January 12. has sparked controversy because of its real-life
subject matter. The film tells the
true story of Jesse James
Hollywood, a teenage drug dealer who was wanted by the FBI
for the kidnappin g and murder

of the brother of a client he
blackmailed. With his feet resting on a coffee table and· his
face carrying a boyish grin,
Cassavetes recently talked with
The Chronicle about his career,
his father's influence and his
personal connection to the plot
of his latest film.
T he C hronicle: How have
your parents influenced or
inspired you in your filmmaking pursuits?
Nick Cassavetes: My dad was
dead for a number of years
before I made my first movie.
We never really talked film theory. My experience with my dad
was more along the lines of how
to be a man, how to be yourself,
how to free yourself from what
society tells you to do, how to
release yourself as an artist. In
no way, shape or form can I
compare myself with him
because a guy like him comes
along every hundred years.
You must be satisfied to think
the way you think and explore
things in the manner that you
think. In that position I'm much
more like Mom than Dad. We' re
probably more reflective; our
thought processes probably
Continued on page 27
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Nick Cassavetes, the son of film legend John Cassavetes, recently directed 'Alpha Dog,' which will be
released on Jan. 12.
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Cassavetes
talks to The
Chronicle about
·Hollywood, his
father, new film
Continued from Page
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occur in a quieter way than John 's. John's
thoughts exploded out of his body. He was
a wildly entertaining guy. I'm very, very
lucky to have him as a father.
Your father once said that only
exploitation films seem to get today's
youth right. Was it your intention to
make Alpha Dog an exploitation-style
film in order for it to connect with
today's youth?
· It's so hard to get a true story right.
You've got the events; we know what happened, but to try to fill in the gaps of what
they're talking about and how they feel ...
I wanted their language and partying to be
kind of an assault on the senses. I felt confident that it was true. I wanted their lack
of toughness to be really apparent, but
with all the trappings and affectations of
being tough. What is an exploitation film?
It 's j ust things that you haven't seen
before in movies. If they were familiar to
you, it's because other people have done
them before in different ways. And that's
probably why it resonated that way.
Why were you drawn to telling the true
story of Jesse James Hollywood ?
It happened in my neighborhood. I live
in Los Angeles. It was all over the local
news, and my daughter went to school
with the victim. She was a couple years
younger than he was, but it was a story
that was really around me.
People are criticizing you and the film
for unfairly judging Mr. Hollywood
before his actual trial. ·
They' re entitled to their opinion. I'm
friends with Jesse's dad, Jack Hollywood,
and he'd agree with me if I told him. I

Emile Hirsch stars alongside Timberlake in
'Alpha Dog.' He also starred in ' Lords of

Dogtown.'
think they could hire 12 jurors who
haven' t seen the movie. It's a movie
where we were painstaking in all legality
of[using fictional names]. We were going
to delay the film's release date until after
the trial, and we changed all the names
and the locations.
How did Justin Timberlake become
involved in the project?
I met him for The Notebook. I liked him
a lot; I' m such a knucklehead. I knew he
was a singer, but I didn't really know who
he was. So when I hired him , everyone
seemed to have really strong reactions one
way or the other and I didn 't understand it.
I thought he was a talented kid, he could
speak well about how he thought and how
he connected· with the character, and those
are the criteria I use in the hiring process.
Did The Notebook' s massive success
give you the freedom to do whatever
you wanted?
No. Each project is different. I'm sure
that I would be free to direct many simi lar
projects to The Notebook, "weepers" as I
like to call them. I probabl y could do a
coup le of those because that film proved
that it worked a little bit. [But instead], I'll
do other people's material, I'll do my
material, you know-I'll do love stories,
independent films, thrillers. There's only
one criterion for me: If I'm gonna spend
two years making a movie, I gotta be
interested in it. You'll never catch me
making a movie that I 'm not interested in.
I don 't think you ever get carte blanche
unless you' re trying to do something that
you 've already done.
With this film , are you deliberately carr ying on the Cassavetes tradition of
polarizing audiences?
I deliberately wanted to make people
mad wi th this movie. Most people won't
respond to,this because it 's unlike anything they 've seen before. There's a movie
sensibi lity that the film doesn' t conform
to.
When [my father] did [his] fi lms, most
people hated them . There were some
reviewers that thought they were awesome, but most everyone else was like,
"Fuck him! " His movies are like a piece of
food that has a really intense taste. So
some peop le won' t like it, but the ones
who like it really like it. He really was on
to something. Nobody else is doing that
kind of thing, but they all try. Independent
fi lm is like, " Let's rip off John or
Bergman or Fellini or whoever." They
haven't gotten it yet. But someone will
someday.

Justin Timberlake, of N'SYNC fame, plays a
leading role in 'Alpha Dog.'
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or your provocation

Guest's ensemble breathes lffe into a half-baked satire
Christopher Guest comedies are
to cinema what "Arrested
Development" was to the contemporary televised sitcom. They provide the ideal showcase for the
brilliant comedic talents of marvelous character actors, who skewer societal pomposity by embodying lovably flawed characters.
With each successive film, or
episode, the fam ily of actors
becomes so recognizable and reliably funny that they inspire a guffaw with their mere appearance.
Their humor is so richly insightful,
and oftentimes subtle, that it generates critical praise and a passionate
fan base, but not much else.
Such is the case for Guest's latest
offering,
For
Your
Consideration, which aims its
satirical target at Hollywood's selfcongratulatory annual tradition of
awards-season buzz. Catherine
O'Hara is Marilyn Hack, a struggling veteran actress starring in an
immensely dated-and immensely
Je~a entitled Home for
Purim. Also on board is Hjlll}'
Shearer as a Broadway actor best
known for his bot dog commercials, Jennifer Coolidge as an awesomely brain-dead producer who's
recuperating from falling off the
side of an escalator, Guest himself
as the film's clueless director who
resembles a tubby Woody Allen
and Parker Posey as a bitter actress
whose one-woman show "No
Penis Intended" was unanimously
labeled a "humorless romp."

By Matt Fagerholm/Film Critic
When Hack stumbles upon an dent, Bob Balaban and Michael
online rumor about her perform- McKean as the oft-mistreated
ance being nominated for an Jewish screenwriters, Eugene
Oscar, the indie outsiders experi- Levy as Shearer's pathetically
cnce their first taste of the media deceitful agent and the scenehype machine.
stealing duo of Jane Lynch and
This is essentially. a rethinking Fred Willard as the ferociously
of Guest's own classic, Waiting for elated hosts of an "Entertainment
Gu.ffman, about a local theater Ton ight"-style show. It's here
troupe awaiting the alleged visit of wltere the film 's satire is most
a Broadway prod~c~cer. Yet while potent, in its depiction of the
the stage show of Gu.ffman was dehumanizing
nature
of
hilariously probable in its success Hollywood's media monster.
with the · small-town public, There are also some spot-on sendPurim's blatantly laughable melo- ups of Charlie Rose and "Ebert &
drama makes the media attention it Roeper," as well as a central per- Di rector Christopher Guest puts together a comedic cast to mock
acquires nothing more than a flight formance from the vastly under- the Hollywood award season in 'For Your Consideration.'
offancy.
rated comedienne O 'Hara that both hysterical and devastating at another until they arrive on set.
While this is certainly the least emerges as the heart and soul of the same time, O'Hara's work here Thus, the fiTSt rehearsal is take
credible of Guest's ensemble the entire enterprise. Her charac- is staggering, ironically worthy of one.. In the ·new age of Borat,
comedies, it's also one of his most ter's horrific journey provides the the exact awards buzz the film is Guest's technique may seem a
. mocking.
ambitious. Guest does away with film with its best surprises.
touch tame and outdated. Yet his
Upon first viewing, Guest's
the moekumentary-style plot strucIt may not be on par with genius and originality and his
ture he created in 1984's This Is legion of fans may have a tendeD- Guest's
best
work,
but entire ensemble make even a supSpinal Tap, allowing the film to cy to be blinded by their sheer love Consideration is. still a highly posed folly like For Your
have a rambling narrative mainly of the ensemble. But on closer enjoyable film, filled with wonder- Consideration a far more winbuilt on improvisation. Coming inspection, the film's shortcomings ful moments ofhilarity that layer a ning contender than the majority
of studio-bred comedies. It won't ·
after his warmest film, llilt Oscar- are clear. Guest displays a ~g deeply tragic heart.
nominated A Mighty Wind, this is lack of focus by packing too many
I recently spoke with the film's · win any Oscars, but wouldn' t
perhaps the darkest and most chill- characters into a jarringly brisk co-star and Spinal Tap's bass such a success be the ultimate
ingly pessimistic satire Guest has running time, and several of the player, Harry Shearer, about the contradiction?
ever made, including an epilogue scenes he's left in the finished film unique experience of working on
that is considerably more painful fall distressingly flat. Hollywood a Gues~ film. He told me that
chronicle@col~. edu
than playful
proves to be too easy a target for each film is roughly scripted by
For Your Consideration also his deceptively gentle satire, and Guest and Levy with the dialogue
"For Your
assembles Guest's largest cast yet. ConsideraJion lacks the biting wit replaced by ·character descripConsideration"
I haven't even mentioned John of what is perhaps Guest's defini- tions. For nearly a month, tlie
Directed
Christopher
Michael Higgins as a publicist live highpoint, Best in Show. But actors individually create their
Guest
vocally proud of his Indian her- these numerous flaws make the own characters-buying their
itage, the British " Office's" Ricky film's successful aspects all the clothes, trying on accents-and
Getvais as a smarmy studio presi- more impressive. Managing to be don 't even interact with one
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Crossword

I ME

ENINES

ACROSS
1 Totality
4 Quip
8 Pinch pennies
14 In days past
15 Karamazov
. brother
16 Full of trees
17 Slothful person
19 Temper
20 Web locations
21 GOP gathering
22 Had supper
23 Listening
devices
28 Avail oneself of
30 Yippee!
31 Leg joint
35 Disencumbers
37 Fades
38 Stay sleeping
39 Screen stars
41 Permit to
42 Technique
43 Caine film
44 Part of HOMES
46 'Bridge coup
47 Judges weight
by lifting
48 Saki's real
name
50 Lacking
cordiality
51 Safe· deposit
box location
54 ISS partner
57 Actor McKellen
58 Wind· borne soil
61 Called back
63 Northeast
African nation
66 Gordon of
"Oklahoma!"
67 Metrical unit
68 Back of the bus.
69 Take stock of
70 Unfettered
71 Cartoon scream

8 Proust
character
9 Hides
10 Silver or Wood
11 Mental impulse
12 Coli. entrance
exams
13 Old·time
journalist Ernie
18 Thousand
dollars
21 On a perch
24 June honoree
25 New Testament
book
26 Four·bagger
27 Annoying fits
28 Bathsheba's
DOWN
husband
1 liJlPUdent words 29 Inch along
Jt tf"'Citrus fruit
32 Citric dessert
3 Spoke
33 Fragrant bloom
impudently
34 Opponent
. 1 - f· ~icture puzzle
36 Narrow
· --( ·"'5 Ms. Gardner
openings
6 Standard on the 40 Provencal
links
verses
7 Stop
45 Bobble the ball

Mat Martin, a 21year-old music business
major, made us green
with envy when we
spotted his trendy
emerald track jacket.
Martin paired his
e • H&M zip-up with jeans
e • and Adidas Sambas,
• e because he really likes
• • soccer shoes.
• • "My favorite piece of
e • clothing is this blazer I
• e got from a thrift store,"
• Martin said. " It's cor• • • duroy and says ' 1975'
• 4lf on it. It 's random and
• . f3
obscure. I like it."
e • ., He shops mostly at
• e • • H&M and thrift stores
e ••
because they are inex• •
pensive.
•
"I look for comfort
while I'm shopping,"
Martin said. " And fit.
That's really important
because I'm a really
skinny dude."
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49 Seaside rock
formation
52 Burns wildly
53 Tic·tac· toe win
54Columnist
Bombeck
55 Salty seven

56 Curving courses
59 Trig function
60. Carrier bag
62 Exist
63 Studio apt.
64 Rocky crag
65 Weeding tool
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Pisces (Feb. 20 - March 20):
You ' ll find out an ex contracted scabies. While this fills you
with a sudden sense of justice,
you' II also learn she said she
got it from you.

•
.

Aries (March 21 - April20):
When a gay man compliments
a straight woman, it's expected.
The same goes for straight
dudes cat-calling hot lesbians.
But when a hot lesbian compliments a gay man, it's magical.
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Aquarius (Jan. 2 1 - Feb. 19):
Your ambitions to overdose on
Flintstones vitamin tablets
will come true this week.

3 8

4

·
"

Complete the grid
so each row,
3 6 8 4 2 1 5 '9 7 column and 3-by-3
box (in bold
7 9 1 3 8 5 6 2 4 borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.
1 ! ... 7 ··--·3 · 8 _______
4 5 ·--..
6_ ..........
2 For strategies on
.......
1
5 3 2 6 4 9 8 7 1 how to solve
1--+-+,- -t---ir---t--t --+--t--t Sudoku, visit
8 7 4 1 5 2 9 6 3 www.sudoku.org.uk.

4 2 5 9 7 6 3 1 8

!

2 ·' 5 3 8 6 7 1 4 9 Sudoku on Mobile.
9 I 4 I 6 2 1 3 7 8 5 In your mobile
-1-~.· 8-;,-l-- -5- -9- t-4-+-2-1--3-+-6-t ~ba===~!
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Taurus (April 21 -May 21 ):
Another member of your family will have to hit the prunes
in order to go to the bathroom.
Sadly, it's not one of your
ancient relatives but your 5year-old second cousin. Talk
about an uphill battle.
Gemini (May 22 - June 21):
Ice those babies down. Or just
put Scooby-Doo nipple BandAids over them .
Cancer (June 22 - Ju ly 23):
Now that it's that time of the
year, don't resort to wearing a
brown winter hat. It literally
makes you look like poop.

',!

1--+-+--1-+-:-f-=-+=-+--+--1 Enter 783658.com
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1
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Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23):
Why do you close your eyes
when you make love to a lifesized doll of the Cookie
Monster?

Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23): You
will receive a letter from a
princess this week. Enclosed
is a jewel that wards off
ghosts- the kind that only
storm after you when your
back is turned. Sound fam iliar? That's because your life is
secretly a video.

e

Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
Your dreams of watching a fat
kid get tossed out off a rollercoaster will come true this
week. But doom lingers around
thb comer- when chubby takes
the final plunge, your chestcramping Iaugher in conj unction with riding a rollercoaster
causes you to choke yourself
on your own amusement.
Scorp io (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22):
Do straight guys still wear girls'
jeans?
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec.
2 1): Screw cold med icine.
The best method to beat off
that seasonal flu is heroin.
Plus, it not only made Iggy
Pop famous but made him
hot.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20): lt
is imperative that you wear a
trench coat, top hat, a moustache,
a pipe, a monocle, carry a copy of
The Hardy Boys Detective
Handbook and an umbrella this
week-especially if you' re a
woman. Not only could you possibly solve a mystery, but you' ll
probably make it into The
Chronicle's fashion poll.

Commentary
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iber Magnum to the roof of his mouth last
year in February and pulled the trigger.
Bloggers these days are trying to reinvent
that form, but mostly to no avaj).
In Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas and
Rum Diary, Thompson spouted off his manic
writing style onto the page, while usually
heavily intoxicated on drugs and booze.
Sure, sometimes he used hyperboles too
much, but he was an original. He was also
the victim of his own creation at the end of
his career. He became a caricature of himself. But gonzo was what Thompson wrote,
and it wasn't just his feisty writing, but his
skewering of American culture that made
him a counter culture icon. He was a great
observer of the human condition. Anyone
who tries to follow his footsteps now is usually doomed from the start, partly because
not many can pull off what he did, or at least
pull it off well.
Gonzo aside, in modern times, is it still
journalism when the writer inserts himself in
the story? The truth is journalism is changing. New media are competing with the
newspaper industry, and the millions of
bloggers on the Internet are redefining the
term "gonzo journalism."
But in a time of Stephen Glass, who fabricated stories for the New Republic, and
James Frey, who wrote the fictionalized
memoir A Million Lillie Pieces, the importance of accuracy and sourcing in journalism
is a necessity, and perhaps gonzo is the blue-·
print these days of what not to do. Bloggers
need to understand that their credibility, with
the exception of a few, is like the dead fish at
the bottom of the barrel. Just like gonzo.
Last semester during Manifest, while most
of the students over the drinking age tried to
come up with new ways of getting eX:tra bottles of Miller Lite, I had the chance of asking
Sun-Times columnist Richard Roeper if

, J
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gonzo journalism was truly dead.
Roeper, who s howed up for a conversation
with journalism students, talked about his
trade, fame and livelihood. He jokingly mentioned that in his early days, his literary
voice sounded like that of the late-Hunter S.
Thompson.
When it was all over, as thirsty graduates
lined up at the wine table, I approached
Roeper and asked about gonzo. Roeper said
that in retrospect, Thompson got away with
that type ofjournalism because the ' 70s were
a much different landscape, both politically
and socially. He said it's rather impossible to
do gonzo journalism anymore. And perhaps
he was right. No dingbat can practice drugfueled insanity while going to Veg~spe
cially with the War on Drugs. Besides, why
copy a legend? Why cling to the past?
But the more I thought about it, I realized
that ,the times of gonzo may be dead,

writers such as Ralph Steadman need to stop
clinging to the past. Steadman, a great artist
by many standards,, lived in Thompson's
shadow. It's no surprise that he is trying to
bank on his relationship with the good doctor. Obviously it meant something to him,
and as a token of appreciation he wrote his
facsimile gonzo-style account. Apparently,
according to the new book, Thompson's feet
stank because he didn't wear socks with his
Converse sneakers. I guess the joke is over.
Steadman is not alone in' Clinging to that
allegedly forgotten past time. Musicians ~nd
others do it all the time. So do bloggers. But
let's get one thing straight; it's not enough to
put oneself'into the story just because one
can. One has to have something to say and ·a
reason for doing it. That's what Thompson
did-may 1\is ashes roam with the buffalo.

Honor our veterans
~~iii~@

Not only am I a black
female, but I am over 40
years old at a school
with a majority of twentysomethings' and I am
a veteran-that makes
me a quadruple minority. Apparently the verdict is in: Columbia
By K1m DriSCOll
College is not a veteranStaff W(rter
friendly school. There
are no signs posted anywhere indicating that
vets are welcome here, or that Columbia
appreciates their service-even during this
time of war.
In all fairness to the school, it was probably easy for them to overlook the minority
group of veterans.
Although there are only about 35 veterans
enrolled in the school, four of them have
served in Iraq. In No vember, V~1cran's Day
came and went and when the school 's veteran'J advi'iCI', E. J. Talbot , was asked what
Columbia had planned for vet~. he replied,
" NCJthing."
I laving wrvcd honorably f(,r six years in
the A1r ~ orcc, I d1d not ex pect ( 'o lumbia'q
IYand 1.11 5tn ke up 11 rendiiHIII o f " (Jff We Go

~

Mauricio Rublo(The Chronicle

American flag in the corner of the main
lobby in the 33 E. COngress Building.
into the Wild Blue Yonder," but a single
poster or e-mail with a note of thanks would
have been grcal.
Columbia had occ<L~ ional exhibits com memorat ing the Vietnam War. 'l11ere wns n
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photographic series about the Vietnam War
called "Staging Memories" a couple semesters ago. Now there is one about the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan, called "Small Wars"
by An My LA, who was born in Saigon,
Vietnam, before coming to the U.S. as a
refugee in 1975.
The exhibits are heartwarming, but that's
not the same as the school extending a personal welcome to vets. What happens when
the exhibit leaves Columbia? Are vets
unwelcome? Maybe it doesn't matter
because of the low enrollment of vets,
anyway.
How many vets would it take to make a
difference? Talbot said the low enrollment of
veterans is possibly due to changes in the G
I. Bill, an educational grant for vets, making
it mo re difficult for veterans to access funding for school .
It should not matter how mtmy veterans.
are enrolled here. If you have put your life on
the line for your country, you deserve, ot the
very least, a sign in the Admissions oflice
saying, " Veterans programs nrc available
here." That might make a big difl'erence to
the one vet retumi ng from lmq who feels a
little nwkwnrd returning home lrom war.
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I am not sure why the veteran enrollment
at Columbia is so low, but I suspect that
money is not the main issue. Columbia is a
liberal arts school but the military has many
of the same careers offered here, including
journalists, artists and musicians. So what is
the problem?
Perhaps veterans-who might be prospective students- wandered into the 33 E.
Congress building and noticed the filthy
American flag leaning in the corner of the
lobby and decided that if Columbia treats
the flag this way, their enrollment ' won 't
make a difference.
Veterans have a saying that if you don't
come home in a box, then your service doesn't matter. I say that it does matter, not so
much for me, but for the twcntysomethings
who risked their lives.
Let us not forget that we have faculty who
are veterans, and many students have family
members who are either on active duty or
have already served. I' m not trying to promote the military. I'm suggesting we give n
little respect to those who have served.
Maybe next year we' ll get it right.
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-B~ck frOm·the Drawing Boards

Can't buy happiness
. ~-n a country full of shrinks
. and goofball pills, household makeovers and corporate takeovers, it's no
wonder that most people
equate money with happiness. Any reasonable human
being will say that money
doesn't buy happiness- but
it sure helps. American culture is obsessed with trying
to buy happiness instead of
actually finding it within,
either through forming rich
relationships or experiencing
life. The idea of actually
buying it is absurd-unless
you' re paying for a shrink
and trying to "get happy."
Sigmund
Freud
said
" What we call happiness in
the stri ctest sense of the
word comes from the
(preferably sudden) satisfaction of needs which have
been dammed up to a high
degree."
Happiness, however, is
vague. It's difficult to pinpoint exactly what makes
people happy. There's longterm happiness, instant happiness and constant happiness. There's just too much
emphasis on it in this country. What makes you happy
can be a total nightmare for
the next person.
Happiness should be a
state of mind. Tomes have
_l>een written on the topic,
ranging from self-help books

and psychological research
all the way to celebrities giving suggestions about how to
live and what to eat in order
to be happy. Siddhartha
spent his life trying to find
enlightenment.
The debate about money
buying happiness is ridiculous. Money can't buy happiness; it can only be a means
to being happy.
But some people believe
happiness can be bought.
" There is overwhelming
evidence that money bu ys
happines s, " economi s t
Andrew Oswald of the
University of Warwick in
England told The Associated
Press recently. He studied
Britons who won between
$2,000 and $250,000 in a lottery, and he reported that, as
a group , participants di splayed a boost in happiness
by I point on a 36-point
scale. This increase comes
from a survey of happiness
levels taken two years befor~:
the lotto win compared to
two years after.
In a study Oswald published nearly a decade ago in
the Economic Journal, he
said economists study happiness because subjective wellbeing can be studied in a systematic way. Some surveys
Oswald conducted asked
questions such as: Are you
"very happy," "pretty happy,"

or " not too happy?"
However, it doesn't take a
rocket scientist or, in this
case, an economist to know
that being poor sucks and
being rich generally fares
better on the happiness scale.
Perhaps the research on happiness and money has value,
but like Daniel Kahneman, a
Noble Prize winner and
Princeton University econo•
mist, told the AP, members
of a high income group are
reportedly twice as likely to
call themselves " very happy"
based on their income. He
also said that making a lot of
money to feel good is " mostly illusory."
N early 19 million
of
Americans age 18 and older
suffer from depressive disorders any given year, according to the National Institute
of Mental Health. Plus " very
happy" seems like a dangerous medical condition. Are
we searching for con stant
happiness?
Comedian Denis Leary
said it best: " Nobody is
happy. Happiness comes in
small doses, folks. It 's a cigarette or a chocolate chip
cookie or a fi ve second
orgasm. That's it! You come,
you eat the cookie, you
smoke the butt and you wake
up in the morning and go to
work. That is it! End of list."
We agree.

ORNIT!ME!s ~VEAL~ KNONN TIJ.Al LAME CtiC.KS CAN'T READ
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Seasonal tribulations almost over
he turkey baster is put
away, the family dog
ate the wishbones and
Aunt Ethel's famous eggnog
i§· in the toilet. Grandma's
stomach problems went
away, T immy broke his arm,
families are not talking and
that fin al paper is due in the
near future.
For some the holidays'
bring intense anxiety. Surely,
'"tis the season to be jolly"
should be ousted -from the
holiday lexicon. Technically,
there really is nothing jolly
about the hol idays. For one,
it does a number on your
bank account. Two, college
students have to go back
home. And three, on top of
all the stresses, students
actually have to do some
schoolwork.
Coming back to school
after dealing with moms and
dads and re latives can be
depressing, especially after
Dad had too many gin and
tonics or mom "spent all day
cooking." We know th at
being relegated to the living
room couch to shoot th e
same old after-dinner shtick
with close relat ives can be
daunting, it is, however, not
defeati ng.
What is depressing is that
right after Thanksgiving, the
II th hour begins. Most final

T

papers, essays and projects
are looming and students
tend to be on the edge at this
time of the fall semester.
This is a horrible time to be a
college student. It's diffi cult
to enjoy the festivities knowing full well that school is
almost over. Almost.
Even if some students had
a great old time w ith
Mommy and Daddy, the simple prospect of gett ing back
to the old school grind, especially after a massive turkey
and cranberry overdose: can
be daunting. With 649 million pounds of cranberries
produced last year and 256
million turkeys
raised ,
according to the U.S. Census
Bureau, we can call it an
overdose, OK?
For some students, these
last few weeks mean they
will have to crack a book
open and e}iperience for the
fi rst time this semester that
new book-sme ll. And that
blows.
But don't fi:et yet. At least
fall semester is over before
Christmas and not after, as
was the custom at Co lumbia
a year ago .
Columbia did its students a
so lid favor when it got rid of
the old calendar last year.
Hopefu lly this year everyone
used the ir free time over

The Columbia Chron1cle IS a student-produced pub·
lication of Columbia College Chocago and does not
necessarily represent, 1n whole or 1n part. the v1ews
of college adm1n1strators.
faculty or students.

All text, photos and graphics aoe the
property of The Columbia Choonicle and may not
be reproduced oo published wn.hout
written permission.

Thanksg iving break to play
catch up on any outstanding
homework assignments. This
is that time to tum in I0
weeks' worth of homework .
It's also a time to retire sandals and Bermuda shorts. It's
time to put the hammock
away and concent rate on
schoolwork.
Yes, it 's a bit late in the
game, but the free rei n that
was given to us during
Thanksgiving break shouldn' t deter us from producti~i
ty. In fact, this is actually the
time not to rest on the laurels
but press on and, fi nish with
at least decent grades. When
it comes to g iving presents,
students should save themselves the troubl e of making
up excuses and get the ir
work done.
We know it's really easy to
get d istracted now, but
despite various stresses that
come with the holiday season, we should remember
that desperate times call for
desperate measures. If there
is a time for optimism, it's
now. We think students need
to be commended for their
hard work, but shou ld not
sell themse lves short .
It will be fine. Trust us. It
wi ll be fi ne. It's almost over,
and we w ill get a real break
soon.

Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns are the opinions of the author(s).
Views expressed in this publication are those of
the writer and are not the opinions of The Columbia
Olronicfe, Columbia's Journalism Department or
Columbia College Chicago.

Have an op inion about something you read on these pages? Did you
catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or believe stro ng !)
about an issue tha t faces all of us here at Columb ia?
Why not write a Letter to the Editor? At the bottom of Page 3 1 you ' ll fin d a
set of guidelines on how to do th is. Let us hear from you.
- The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board

Letters to the editor must tnclude full name, year. maJor
and phone number. All leners are edtted for grammar
and may be cut due to a ltmlted space .
Letteos can be faxed to (312) 344-8430,
e-ma~ed to Olronicle@colum.edu or mailed to
The Columbia Chronocle, 33 E. Congress Parkway
Suite 224, Chicago, IL. 60605-1996.
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From obscurity to war martyr
Fiery suicide spurs
debate on artist's
anti-war stance
By Ashley M. Heher/ AP
Malachi Ritscher env isioned
his death as one full o f purpose.
He carefully planned the
details, mailed a copy of his
apartment key to a friend, created
to-do lists for his family. On his
website, the 52-year-old experimental musician who'd fought
with depression even penned his
obituary.
At 6:30a.m. Nov. 3- four days
before an election caused a seismic shift in Washington politics-Ritscher, a frequent antiwar protester, stood by the Ohio
Street o ff-ramp of the Kennedy
Expressway
in
downtown
Chicago near a statue of a giant
flame, set up a video camera,
doused himself with gasoline and
lit himself on fire.
· Aglow for the crush of morning commuters, his flaming body
was supposed to be a call to the
nation, a symbol of his rage and
discontent with the U.S. war in
Iraq.
"Here is the statement I want to
make: If I am required to pay for
your barbaric war, I choose not to
live in your world. I refuse to
finance the mass murder o f innocent civilians, who did nothing to
threaten our country," he wrote in
his suicide note. "If one death can
atone for anything, in any small
way, to say to the world: I apolo-

gize for what we have done to
you, I am ashamed for the mayhem and turmoil caused by my
country."
There was only one problem:
No one was listening.
It took fi ve days for the Cook
County medica l examiner to
identify the charred-beyondrecognition corpse. Meanwhile,
Ritscher 's suicide went largely
unnoticed. It wasn't until a
reporter for the Chicago Reader
pieced the facts together that
word began to spread.
Soon, tributes-and questions-poured in to the paper's
blogs.
"This man killed himself in
such a painful way, specifically to
get our 'attention on these things,"
said Jennifer Diaz, a 28-year-old
graduate student who never met
Ritscher but has been researching
his life. Now, she is organizing
protests and vigi ls in his name.
''I'm not going to sit by, and I
can' t sit by and let this go
unheard."
Mental health experts say virtually no suicides occur without
some kind of a diagnosable mental illness. But Ritscher's family
disagrees about whether he had
severe mental problems.
In a statement, Ritscher's parents and siblings called him an
intellectually gifted man who suffered from bouts of depression.
They stopped short of saying
he'd ever received a clinical diagnosis of mental illness.
"He believed in his actions,
however extreme they were," his

younger brother, Paul Ritscher,
wrote online. "He believed they
could help to open eyes, ears and
hearts and to show everyone that
a single man 's actions, by taking
such extreme personal responsibility, can perhaps affect change
in the world."
His son, who shares the same
name as Ritscher, said his father
was trying to cope with mental
illness. Suicide seemed to be the
next step, and the war was a way
to give his death meaning.
"He was different people at different instances and so, so erratic.
I loved him no doubt, but he was
a very lonely and tragic man,"
said Ritscher, 35, who is
estranged from the rest of the
family. "The idea of being a martyr I'm sure was attfactive. He
could literally go out in a blaze o f
glory."
Born in Dickinson, N.D., with
the name Mark David, Ritscher
dropped out of high school, married at 17 and divorced I0 years
later. Eventually, he_would change
his name to match his son's and,
coincidentally, a world-famous
prophet. At the end, he worked in
building maintenance and was a
fiXture in Chicago's experimental
music scene.
He described himself as a renaissance man who'd amassed a
collection of more than 2,000
musical recordings from clubs in
Chicago. He was a writer,
philosopher and photographer.
He was an alcoholic who collected fossi ls, glass eyes, light bulbs
and snare drums. He paid $25 to

N>
Malachi Ritscher protests during an anti-war rally in the Loop
in April 2003. Ritscher committed suicide on Nov. 3 by setting
himself on fire near an off-ramp in downtown Chicago.

become an ordained minister
with the Missionaries of the New
Truth and operated a handful of
websites protesting the Iraq war.
Perhaps the most famous selfimmolation occurred in 1963,
when Buddhist monk Thich
Quang Due burned himself at a
Saigon intersection in protest
against the South Vietnamese
regime. Another activist, Kathy
Change, lit fire to herself in 1996
at the University of P.ennsylvania
to protest the government and the
country's economic system.
Ritscher's death brought back
memories for Anita King, a 48year-old artist from West

Philadelphia who was Change's
besi friend.
"I think both of them, they just
felt like their death could be the
last drop of blood shed," King
said. "It was too hard for them.
They had too much of a conscious connection to the struggle
to go on in their lives."
In the end, only Ritscher knew
the motivations for his suicide.
There is little doubt, though, that
he was satisfied with his choice.
"Without fear I go now to
God," Ritscher wrote in the last
sentence of his suicide note.
"Your future is what you will
choose today."

Singing Lessons $1 0! Local Music Academy Voice
Instructor Offers an Amazing Service and Price! Call:
3 12-566-09 10, Visit: www.VoiceMoran.com
Spacious 2 od floor apartment, near Midway
Airport, Orange Line, 5 rooms, 2 bedrooms, newly
renovated ltitchen and bath, hardwood floors, heat
included, also has A/C, pays own utilities $850
month, call 708-785-0633
Valet Parking Attendant-Great Pay Flexible Hours.
847-760-5080
Photographer wanted for New Year's Eve wedding
in the South Loop. Must have equipment, transportation and references. Call Matt 269-429-5209.
Experienced retail sales staff wanted. Tragically
Hip is looking for part-time sales help. You must be
either in the fashon industry or a fashion student and
have retail experience. Please Apply at 852 W.
Belmont Ave. in Chicago's Lakeview neighborhood.

got something to sell?
get classified's.
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Chicago to get a
little bit of Italy
entrance, but it wi ll have boxwood hedges in the shape of
knots amid avenues of. stately
poplars and screens of hombeams, as is the popular tradiBy Kristin Kalter
tion in Italy.
Staff Writer
"The garden was chosen as an
appropriate way for Milan to
Soon Chicago residents and share its culture with Chicago,"
visi tors will be able to stroll said Paula Waters, Sister Ci ties
down South Michigan Avenue Mi lan chair. She added that Italy
and wander off into an Italian has a longstanding tradition in
oasis. The Chicago City Council garden design and that the park
a nd the Chicago chapter of will be great addition to the A fountain sits in the future site of the Milano Garden near 700 S. Mic higan Ave., in Grant Park. The
Sister Cities International, a cul- lakefront. The city's corporate Sister Cities program is c urrently raising $1 million for building and maint~ining the garden. ·
tural and economic exchange seal bears the phrase "Urbs in
between a U.S. city and its for- Horto," w hich means city in a Japanese Osaka Garden, which degree, some among them are Initiative," accor:ding to Chicago
was originally a gift to Chicago exceptionally well-situated centers Sister Cities Media spokeswoman,
eign counterpart, have big garden.
Donations from sponsors and from Japan in 1892, was a Sister for the global economy," Natalie Campbell. Eisenhower
changes in store for the 2 .5-acre
Padadopoulos said. "Chicago and believed it was important to
space by the year 2008. The fundraisers will pay for the garden, Cities proj ect.
"You have to see projects of Milan are jus! such a kind of city." involve all citizens in world diplochanges will not only add beau- and collections have already
Papadop oulos said interna- macy, and he called upon the
ty to the city, but impact begun. The Sister Cities Program this nature not just on aesthetic
Chicago's status worldwide.
hopes to raise a total of $1 million terms, but as an element in an tional cities have a long tradi- world's cities to act as centers of
The Milan Committee of the to not only cover the cost of build- urban strategy," said Dr. Alex tion o f attracting corporate opportunity, expression and ecoSis ter
Cities ing the garden, but to save for the Papadopoulos, associate profes- headquarters, such as Boeing, nomic growth and to unite with
Chicago
International Program and the cost of upkeep. The Milan sor of geography at DePaul Sears, Motorola and Chicago communities around the world in
city of Milan are in the process Committee secured the space for University.
sports team owners. He said building a solid structure of world
Papadopoulos said that proj- these companies provide input peace.
of creating the Milano Garden in the garden years ago, Waters said.
" We are part of the
an unusual section o f Grant
The Milano Garden is not the ects like this and other develop- to local government to make
Park. The garden w ill be located Sister Ci ties Program 's fi rst ments in the c ity, such as sure the city maintains competi- Department of Cultural Affairs
across from the Chicago Hilton Chicago project. The program Millennium Park, are efforts to tiveness.
and do not have economic develChicago has partnered up with opment as a specific mandate,"
and Towers on the 700 block o f has contributed numerous cul- make Chicago more attractive to
South Michigan Avenue. Italian tural attractions in the city, such both fore ign and domestic cor- a total of 25 sister cities since Waters said. " We are participatarchitect Emanuele Bortolotti, as a statue of Shakespeare's porations as well as maintain the programs' inception in 1960 ing in activities that promote
whose inspiration -comes from Juliet, which stands near the competitiveness in the global when Mayor Richard J. Daley awareness of our mutual involveLeonardo da Vinci's study of Shakespeare )heater, 800 E. economy. He said that Chicago signed the first Sister City agree- ment in select economic sectors
is strategically si tuated as a ment with Warsaw, Poland.
such as fashion and medicine."
knots, designed p lans for the Grand Ave. , at Navy Pier.
U.S.
Sister
Cities
T he
garden.
In addition to the Milan major global economy.
The Milano garden will not Committee , the Osaka Sister
"While the vast majority of International Program started in
chronic/e@colum.edu
have many flowers, possibly City committee also worked in cities are linked to transnational 1956 with President Dwight D.
just a few patches at the garden Ch icago.
Jackson
Park's economic activities to some Eisenhower's " People-to-People

Sister Cities funds
Milano Garden in
south Grant Park
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Macy's:
New store owners

keep holiday
traditions going
Continued from Back Page
April we released a press release
that said we would maintain the
essence ofwliat Marshall Field's
is and make it even better as
Macy's."
However, it's not as easy for
people loyal to Marshall Field's
to accept these changes. Chicago
historian Dominic Pacyga said
people are loyal to tlie name
because they feel an attachment
through memories and history.
Pacyga, who is the acting de.an
of Columbia's Liberal Arts and
·Science Department, said Field's
was a cultural institution and led
to the construction of the Art
Institute, the Field Museum, the
John G. Shedd Aquarium and
other prominent venues.
''The name Marshall Field 's
has been very entwined with the
history and culture of Chicago
since the 1850s.'' he said. "Part
of what happens is the city has
been shocked with a lot of
changes and people don: t want
to accept that it's part of an
ongoing cycle."
Despite the negative publicity,
Macy 's is trying to maintain
Field's clientele by keeping the
department store's most popular
features: State Street's famous
restaurant the Walnut Rpom, the
annual lighting of the Great
Tree, the animated scenes in the

35
holiday windows and Frango
Mints. The Field's name,
though, has been removed from
the candy's box.
Since the 1920s, the 45-foot
tree has been displayed through
the holiday season in the Walnut
Room. This year the tree is
adorned with 15,000 lights and
more than 1,200 ornaments by
Wedgwood china and fashion
designer Vera Wang.
The main attraction, mechanical scenes built inside the store's
II windows, also preserved the
Field's tradition, Every year the
windows exhibit a different
theme that usually coincides
with a book or an artist, according to graphic designer Mara
Cohn.
"It's a long process· that
involves the creation of sketches
that are then built by mechanicai
engineers," Cohn said. "This
year the State Street's display is
designed after an original Mary
Poppins book."
However, losing the Field's
name is enough to keep people
away with or without the traditional festivities.
" When I was in high school
my friends and I would ditch
class every year and go to the
tree lighting ceremony," said 25year-o ld Chicagoan Roland
Cailles. "Now I won't go
because I hate Macy's. It 's a s lap
in the face to Chicago residents.
Macy's doesn 't respect the history behind Marshall Field's; they
didn't have to change the name."
While most customers miss
the couture fashion, the big and
tall sizes and the elite name
Field's held, some actually prefer shopping at Macy's.

Relax, it's only a false alarm

Mauricio Ruble/The Chronicle
Memories of the Wirt Dexter Building fire return as three fire trucks roll up to the
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., on Nov. 28. It was a false alarm.
"I go there all the time now
because the prices are better,"
said 31-year-old Chicago resident Casandra McCottrell. " I
also just like the name Macy's
better; it's more catchy. Marshall
Field's sounds too old."
However, the cheaper prices
and more affordable brands may
end up hurting Macy's, rather
than helping it, according to
McKay. He said the president
and
CEO
of
Federated

Stores,
Terry
Department
Lundgren, allegedly said Macy's
sales were down I 0 percent during a conference call in
November that was streamed
over the Internet. McKay also
said several Macy's employees
told him salesare down 30 percent in certain stores. Offic ials at
Macy's refused to comment or
release sales information.
"We're concerned about the
employees," McKay said. "We
...

will continue to leaflet every
Saturday afternoon in front of
the State Street store, and we
firmly believe that if our protests
and petitions won't do anything,
tfien they might do something if
sales are down. We hope by
Christmas 2008 they will get the
message and bring back Field's."
chronicle@cofum.edu
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Steele:
Choosing new
comrruss10ner up
to committeemen
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Let it snow

Continued f rom Back Page
son o r a daughter or a brotherin-law of somebody," Peraica
said. " It 's rea lly puttin g our
democracy in danger."
Peraica said there is nothing
commiss ioners or voters can do
now. He sa id the matter is now
in the hands of the di strict committeemen to decide who will be
. the next 2nd District commissioner. Committeemen are generally party leaders and are
elected from within their party,
in this case the comm itteemen
are Democratic.
Cady Gibbo ns, executive
director of the Cook County
Democratic Party, said there
will be a meeting of committeemen next week to vote on the
appointm ent. At the meeting the
committeemen
will
have
weighted votes that vary based
on the number of Democratic
ball ots cast per ward in the
March primary.
"In other words, if you took
some of the wards that had a
higher weighted vote, those
ward 's committeeman would be
critical votes in the appointment
process," Gibbons said .
Of Chicago's 50 aldermanic
wards, 18 lie within Stee le's 2nd
district. Gibbons said the chairman for the meeting will be 24th
Ward
alderm an
Michael
Chandler.

Mauricio Rubio/The Ch ron1cle
An woman navigates through the early morning snow on Wood and Harrison streets near the Rush University Campus.

Jay Stewart, executive direc- Stewart said. " As long as you
tor of the Better Government leave it in the hands of the committeemen ,
Assoc iat ion, a
nonprofit govyou're going to
"As
long
as
you
leave
it
ernment watchhave a hig h
in
the
hands
of
the
comdegree of politidog group based
in Chicago, said mitteemen, you 're going ca l
shenaniSteele's deci- to have a high degree of gan s-"
sion comes as
Stewart sa id
political shenanigans." he is more disno surprise.
" They're not
turbed by Stee le
- Jay Stewart, executive appointing her
doing anything
the law does not
son to her posidirector of th e Better
a llow them to
tion than by her
Government Association
do, they're simtaking a higher
ply taking the
pension.
" I think a lot of people would
Jaw and using it to some extent
to serve their own ends," take the money, but then to

experience [and I do yo u understand in a visionary way what's
necessary for America and the
rest of the world?" Edwards
sa id. " Those are the criteria that
should contro l who our president and vice president [are]
going to be."
The reality of the 2008 e lecContinued from Back Page tion is that Edwards wi ll need a
committed group of supporters,
Though Edwards is staying in especially strong financia l backthe public eye with Home he ers, that he could possibly still
will need to gain a substantial have from his run with Kerry in
electoral base if he wants to 2004, Kumar said.
have a shot at the Democratic
Edwards' book tour, howevef,
slot on the 2008 ballot, accord- is a good way to boost his pubing to Martha Kumar, a profes- li c image, Kumar added.
sor in the Po liti ca l Science
"A book puts you back into
De!Jartment
at
Tow son the news stream in the local
University in Mary land.
level, and that' s what he wants
" Without an electora l base I to do," she said. " I don 't think
think it 's really hard to run, par- nationally it does anything particularly at a time w hen I think t icularly to enhance your
experience . . . is going to be chances, other than it just gives
important- and that inc ludes you an opportunity to go out and
being a current offic.e -holder," talk, and that 's always good to
have."
Kumar said.
Edwards believes the next
Some experts say even .the,
president has a respon sibility to topic of the book could work to
restore America's role as a his benefit. Edwards compiled
world leader, but also spoke the childhood accounts of variabout issues concerning global ous people, as opposed to writwarming, healthcare, the effec- ing a po litica lly-driven book,
tiveness of the Electoral Coll ege which was a wise choice
and the issues surro unding cam- accordi ng to Lawrence Jacobs, a
professor of politica l science at
paig n fina ncing.
" (In a race] you spend an . the Univers ity of Minnesota.
" If you go political this early
enorm ous chunk of your time on
the phone rais ing money," you ' II get some supporters, but
Edwards said. " It's one of th e you'ti also start building so me
criteria for determining wheth er negatives," Jacobs said. "A nonyou' re a serious legitimate can- political book maybe rekindles
interest, remi nds people who
didate or not."
Edwards, however, thinks that John Edwards is and maybe
this shou ld not be the only way to appeals to some independent
judge the success of a campaign. voters because he doesn't so und
"The criteria should be: Do that political [in the book]."
Allison Brininstool, a Loyola
you have the maturity of j udgment, do you have the dept h of University junior, sai d she

equivocate and say you don 't
know whether or not you' re
go ing to stay on [as commi ss ioner] simp ly to have greater
say in who takes the position ,
that's di singe nuous," Stewart
said. ·'A nnoun ce you're not running for re-e lection, take the
pension and th en let the voters
decide in a primary or a specia l
election as to who's going to
take the pos ition."
Stewart said handing down
positions from parents to children is nothing new, c iting how
U.S. Rep. Dan Lipinski received
his appointment from hi s fat her,
Bill
Lipin ski , and
Todd

Stroger 's appointm ent by his
father, John, for Cook County
Board president. Stewart said he
would like to see some changes
in the appo intmen t process,
startin g with who is involved in
the procedure. In stead of hav ing
committeemen decide who to
place in the position, Stewart
said special elections would be
a better idea.

jewert@chronic/emai/. com

Edwards:·

Experts say book
tour good way to .
boost public image

r

Mauricio Rubio/The Chronicle
John Edwards signs copies of t'tis new book, 'Home: The Bl uep rints of Our Lives,' at the Ha rold
Washington Library, 400 S. State St., o n Nov. 28.
attended the book s ign in g
because she has supported
Edwards since the 2004 presidentia l race when she was fi rst
able to vote.
While she said she's unsure
w ho might come out as the
Democratic nominee in 2008, she
has some concerns that Edwards
might not have a strong enough
presence among younger voters
to build a lot of support .

Even though Edwards was a
vice-presidential
cand idate,
many young people still do not
know who he is, Brinin stool said.
She added, though, that this may
actually work to Edwards' benefit
if he chooses to run , since John
Kerty's loss may hold a bad connotation with young voters.
J acobs said that Edward s
might be one of the top four or
five potential nominees for the

Democrat ic presidential candi dacy in 2008. Decisions for both
po litical parties will likely be
made public within the nex t five
months.
"This is the time when peop le
start putting the ducks in order
and getting ready to announce ,"
Jacobs said .

ariggio@chroniclemail. com
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Urban Excursions: West Rogers Park

By Jenifer K. Fischer

Manaatng Editor
Travel into Chicago's North
Side. almost as far as you can go
before hitting the suburbs, and
you'll discover a world-famous
stretch of city. Surprisingly, it
seems to s lip under most
Chicagoans ' radar. In West
Rogers Park, a stretch of Devon
Avenue known as the Windy
City's lndo-Pak community

boast~ an eclectic blend of all
things South Asian.
Storefronts overflow with
vibrantly colored saris and
Bollywood videos. The area 's
plentiful bakeries and markets
sell pastries, fruits and vegetables, meats, spices and imported
foods. And of course, restaurants serving an array of the
region's cuisines line this
stretch of Chicago dedicated to
all things from Pakistan,
Bangladesh, India and Croatia,
amongst others.
Afghan Restaurant, 2818 W.
Devon Ave., doesn't stand out as
anything spectacular from the
outside-a typical storefront with
large windows and a help-wanted
sign taped to the door. Inside you
find an intimate setting with
fewer than 10 tables lined with
white paper, mostly bare walls

Andrew Nelles/The Chronicle
Zabiha Meat Market, 2907 W. Devon Ave., is one of several
shops in the area specializing in Eastern foods.

but for a few ornate tapestries
and simple paintings. But the
staff is friendly, greeting you
with a robust, welcoming hello.
And the food is outstanding.
An extensive menu of tradi:
tiona! Afghan dishes includes
plenty of entrees, all of which
cost around $1 0 or less, and
each comes with choice of soup
and a salad. Appetizers include
tasty dishes like bolani,
turnovers filled with spinach.
and green onion or potato mixtures; borani badinjan, eggplant
cooked with tomatoes and
spices and served in karma
sauce and topped with homemade gar! ic yogurt sauce; and
Kadu, sauteed pumpkin slices
served with.olive oil, honey and
spices.
Entrees, all served with basmati rice, include delicious
lamb, chicken, beef and fish
kebabs seasoned with Afghan
sp ices and kofta chalow,
Afghani meatballs slow-cooked
in tomato sauce with garlic, split
peas and spices.
There are also side dishes
such as chicken karma, or curry,
and abazi, a dish with spinach
and lamb cooked with tomato Rosen Drugs, 2955 W. Devon Ave., still retains an elaborate vintage neon sign outside its storefront. Rosen Drugs is one of numerand onion.
ous independently owned businesses along West Devon Avenue.
You'll surely want to make
room for some warm, sweet
On Thanksgiving, the street's
The last . census reported
baklava, a flaky pastry full of southern portion was devastated Chicago's lndo-Pak community
by a fire, severely damaging a at 400,000, according to
nuts and honey.
Devon Avenue absolutely handful of favorite neighborhood DevonAvenue. com.
VIsit the CTA Trip Planner to
necessitates several trips back to businesses. The 140-year-old
sample the area's other dining area was settled by English map out a trip from your location.
fares. It is, however, a bit off the immigrants, then became a
beaten path, since you'll need to Jewish shopping hotspot and then
jfischer@chroniclemail.com
transformed into its present state.
take a bus to get there.

Fun and casual- it's what sets Myst ic Blue apart from any other dining cruise ship at Navy Pier. Bountiful food stations.
DJ's. Dancing. And spectacular views of Chicago's world famous skyline.
MyHic Blue Cruises is student-friendly, accommodatesl;jroups of 2 - 600.and Is perfect for any campus event:
• Fall & Holiday Parties

• Athletic Events & End of Season Dinners

• Fraternity & Sorority Formals

• End of Semester Parties

• Graduation Parties & Dinners

• And More

To book your next event, contact us at 312.396.2220.

--

Mystic B lue

1

crul!H•s~

MystlcBiueCrulses.com • 312.396.2236
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in the Loop

By

Kasang

City Beat Editor

Without sounding too much like
an unapologetic commie malcontent, 'tis the season of capitalism
and material consumption at its
worst. Thanksgiving weekend's
grotesque display of gridlocked
traffi.c and people trampling on
each other in order to hoard discounted electronics flickered
across telev ision screens in
between stories of car bombings
and hundreds dead in Iraq. ·
·For all the greed-fueled lunatics
who shoved past each other for
Nintendo Wiis and underpriced
DVD players, here's a news flash:
stores will be saturated with this
stuff once the Hanukkah-

Museum:
Some artifacts
preserved in
arsemc, a pmson
Continued from Back Page
Hong · said the Cheyenne
Visions project, completed in
2000, stopped in several
Midwestern areas like Redlands
Community College in El Reno,
Okla., and the Sam Noble
Oklahoma Museum of Natural
History in Norman, Okla. She
said that along with revered and
delicate pieces, another reason
why some objects are difficult to
handle is because they were preserved in arsenic, a poison.
·
" It was commonly used," Hong
said. "It was definitely effective
especially if you look at untreated
feathers from 100 years ago.
They're very crumbly."
The artifacts' conditions was
only one aspect of the difficult
photographing process. White, a
Field Museum staff member
until 1996, said the film-loading
process proved tricky. For e ight
to 10 hours a day spanning two
weeks, she used a 4X5 camera,
or a popular early 20th century
box camera with an accordionlike focus. To avoid pre-expos-

Chrisbnas-Kwanzaa trifecta ends.
And yet people will continue to
devolve into a base, animalistic
nature as soon as they step into a
Target or Wai-Mart. One guy, his
face flushed red with anger,
shrieked incoherently as the television cameras rolled on hiln at a
Chicago Best Buy. The fact this
gyy wasn't foaming at the mouth
separated him from someone
deranged with rabies-but barely.
It reminded me of Howard
Dean's "primal scream" as he tried
to rally supporters during the 2004
Democratic presidential primary.
Only Dean's primitive caterwauling came out understandable:
''yea-ah!"
Of course, there is a better path
to follow than this shopping madness. And it took Frank Costanza
to enlighten the masses.
In a 1997 episode of"Seinfeld,"
Frank, George's father, achieved
awareness about the. true emptiness of the holiday stampede for
irrelevant material goods. Upon
finding the last doll that his
Georgie wanted, Frank got into a
fight with another rabid consumer.
ing her film , White had to load
her sheet film in an elevator
closet next to a working lift.
" It was a very hardcore photographing experience," White
said.
She said ()efore she started
photographing th e Cheyenne
pieces,
Yellowman
si fted
through the Field's collection.
" He made the selections and
created the groupings," White
said. " And I'd go int9 the studio
and distill what Gordon was trying to create [on film). It was a
collaborative effort."
White said certain beaded
pieces couldn't be touched
because of glass bead disease;
they would disintegrate if handled. White also said she did not
directly touch the sacred objects;
instead Yellowman decided if
the artifacts would be used in the
exhibit.
However, the ability to photograph certain holy objects rests
on the view of a particular tribe,
according to Christine Redcloud,
community coordinator for the
American Indian Center, 1630
W. Wilson Ave.
"It varies from tribe to tribe,"
Redcloud said. "So others may
have a different view on it."
Still, she said that "sacred is'
sacred" and some things shouldn't be discussed like Sun
Dances, or ceremonial dances.
The exhibit a lso sports ·plac-

Off the Blotter
..

"As I rained blows upon him, I
realized there had to be another
. way," Frank explained to Kramer.
"(George's toy) was destroyed, but
out of that, a new holiday was
born: a Festivus for the rest of us."
Fashioning an aluminum pole in
lieu of a tree, Festivus gathers the
family together on Dec. 23. Instead
of gifts, it's the "feats of strength,"
which fmds two people wrestling,
as well as the "airing of grievances."
"I got a lot of problems with you
people," Frank said. "Now you're
going to hear about them."
And that's what Chicago needs:
less holiday stampedes and more
airing of social grievances. Instead
of wasting time fighting to grab
overpriced video game systems,
which will definitely become
abundant and probably cheaper
within several months, spend it
crafting a sound argument that Iraq
really is in the middle of a sectarian civil war. If nothing else, it will
irritate family and friends.
And if you can resist buying that
Nintendo Wii, you can bring your
complaints down to a local level. If
you missed the spirited- and
oftentimes unprofessional-City
Council committee hearing on for-

mer Chicago Police Commander
Jon Burge, who tortured false confessions out of suspects during the
1980s, according to a Special
Prosecutor's report, check out the
follow-up discussion at 11 a.m.
Dec. 6 at City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle
St. Get your name on the speakers' list and protest about why the
city still has to fork out pension
payments to Burge.
However, if you're still looking
to bum some cash, combine time
efficiency with aid to war-tom
refugees. You can participate in my
armual Chrishnas tradition-allow
me to saddle up on my high
horse-and donate at least half of
any monetary windfalls to Doctors
Without Borders. And you don't
have to wait outside a major chain
store at 3 a.m. wondering if a
crazed shopper will trample or stab
you for a cheaply made laptop
when the doors swing open.
Just remember that if City Beat
flips on the TV and sees you
elbowing your way through a
Circuit City teeming with madcap
consumers, well, a "feats of
strength" challenge is inevitable.

ekasang@chroniclemail. com
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Ho lly Bardoe, from Columbus, Ohio, who is fascinated with
Cheyenne history, views pieces in the 'Warriors' section of the
Field Museum's 'Cheyenne Visions' exhibit.
ards with explanations of how
the Field acquired many of the
Cheyenne artifacts. Starting (n
1893, the museum began collecting many of the objects for the
World's Columbian Exposition
in Chicago, The Field obtained
many of its American Indian
pieces between 18'!5 and 1910.
During the late 19th century,
while the U.S. government
forced the Cheyenne onto reservations and restricted many of
their customs, the American
Indians sold their traditional

objects to museums.
Today, many of these artifacts,
wh ile accessible to American
Indian groups, are restricted to
the pub lic for religious and
sacred reasons.
"Cheyenne Visions" is a temporary exhibit at the Field
MuSeum, 1400 S. Lake Shore
Drive, and is free with museum
admission. For more information, visit fieldmuseum.org.

ekasang@chroniclemail. com

•Columbia
Sl 00,000 getaway
On Nov. 24 an unknown offender wearing a
white T-shirt and blue Chicago Bears j acket
entered the Chase Bank at 850 S. Wabash Ave.,
approached the teller and pulled a revolver from
his pocket. The offender then jumped over the
counter and pulled out a brown bag. Witnesses said
he pointed the gun at one employee's head and told
the other not to give him any " bait money." The
offender then fled in an unknown direction with
$109,000. Police are still investigating.
Joshua CovarrubiasjThe Chronicle

Remembering Pearl Harbor.
Chicago will commemorate the
65th anniversary of the attack
on Pearl Ha rbor at Navy Pier.
600 E. Grand Ave .. at 11 a.m.
Dec. 7. The memorial service is
free and will take place in the
Lakeview Terrace on Navy
Pier's second floor. For more
information, visit cityofchicago.org.

Time to alleviate that holiday
guilt. The Greater Chicago Food
Depository is collecting nonperishable food items at City
Hall, 121 N. LaSalle St. The collections will take place from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. from · Dec. 4
through Dec. 8. Deposit items
individually rather than in bags.
For more information, visit
chicagosfoodbank. org.

Want to join the women's
football league? The Chicago
Force is still holding tryouts for
the
upcoming
season.
Prospective players can stop by
Argo High School, 7329 W.
63rd St., Summit. Ill., from
noon to 3 p.m. Dec. 9.
Participants need to be at least
18 years old, have an ID. gym
shoes and a $20 tryout fee. For
more information, visit chicagoforcefootba//.com.
Got sex on the mind? Then
check out a discussion on
polyamory, or the concept of
more than one sexual relationship. The chat will take place at
Early to Bed. 5232 N. Sheridan
Road, at 7:30 p.m. Dec. 5. A
wine and cheese reception
starts at 7 p.m. The event is
free and open to people older
than 18. For more information,
visit early2bed.com or call
(773) 271-1219.

Just a re-enactment
On Nov. 22 police responded to a call at
Columbia's 624 S. Michigan Ave. Building. Units
were directed to room 1204 where they found a 20to-30-year-old man brandishing what appeared to
be a firearm. It turned out that the man was a student giving a re-enactment and lecture on the Irish
Republican Army and the gun was a toy. The professor apologized for not informing security of the
presentation and no charges were filed.

<

In Public

Want to see Chicago's City
Council at its best (and worst)?
Then stop by City Hall, 121 N.
LaSalle St., 2nd Floor, for a joint
meeting of the committees of
Finance, Rules and Ethics and
Police and Fire for a discussion
on former Police Commander
Jon
Burge.
A
Special
Prosecutor's report found that
Burge and several other officers tortured false confessions
out pf suspects. Viewers can
expect to see people shouting
both from the galleries and
from the aldermanic seats. For
more info(mation, visit cityofchicago.org.

Construction site thievery
Sometime between Nov. 22 and Nov. 27 an
unknown person broke into a trailer at the Levine
Construction Company's site at 1 E. 8th St. The
offender stole a Xerox fax machine, two Motorola
cordless phones, a Ski! saw and an AT&T modem.
The items are estimated to be wonh $2,250.

Jackson Street battery
On Nov. 27 police responded to a battery call at
16 E. Jackson St. When officers arrived, a 22-yearold female said a 30-year-old man wrapped his
arms around her while she was talking on her cell
phone and wouldn 't let go. The woman had to push
the man away and ran into a DePaul University
building where she had security detain the man
until police arrived. The offender had a warrant
and police took him into custody.

Compiled by Chronicle staff through information provided by the Chicago Police Department.
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Macy's protestors carry
· on
.

District commissioner
Bobbie L. Steele
appoints son to post
By James H. Ewert Jr.
City Beat Editor

Eve n heforc rrccnlly rc-c lcclcd Cook County Board mcmhc r
Bohhic 1.. Steele resigned fro m
o nicc Nov. 30. man) we re crili~ i 7 ing the move ns j us t anot her
c ha pte r in (,"hicago's long h ist ory o f patronage politics.
Allho ugh Sirclc rece ived
much of the nak for appoi nt ing
he r so n. Robert Steele. In her
l nd Dislricl county board 'ca l.
the decis io n remai ns in the lc~s
,·r k nown hands of the
Dcm0cra tic c o mmith:crncn .
After replacing th e ai li n g
John II. Siroge r earli er this year
as the Interim Cook C ount y
Boa rd President. Sieck chose
not to run for n:.dcc tion as
president. but as commi ssioner.
the posi tio n s he former ly held
s ince 1986.
Beca use Steele is resignin g
befo re assuming her re-el cc led
positio n. she wi ll recei ve the
pension benefi ts from her last
he ld job: Cook County Board
Pres ident. nol Co ok Co unty
Commissioner. Her ne w pen sio n will be $1 36.000. which is
twi ce whal a co mmiss io ne r

Dons Grey (le ft ) s houts into Mike Moren 's megaphone on Nov. 24 in front of the Macy's store. 111 N. State St. The group calls
its el f Field's Fans Ch icago and wants the Marshall Field 's name to return .
Macy 's o ffi c ial ly replaced the Macy's. ·me blog includes hunGroup attempts to
Field's name. angry Field's fans dreds of posts from people comrevive Marshall
boyconcd Macy's and held plaining about the tacky changes
protests lo discourage further busi- Macy 's has made. saying il is
Field's name
ness.
"Wal-Mart with pretension."
By Mary Elizabeth Medawar
recei ves.
Macy's has widened ils s hopThe group o f I00 people I hal
Staff
Writer
In her place as county commarched in front oft he Stale Street ping ais les. inserted sitting a reas Field Museum exhibit
mi ssioner. Steele is appo int ing
W hen people strolled do wn department store on Sept 9 held a o utside of filling rooms and
her son. Robert Stee le. who curStale Street in search of the perfect fo llo w-up protest of an estimated installed se lf-serv ice price scan- showcases Cheyenne
rentl y works fo r the C h icago gift Nov. 24, Black Friday, they 80 people o n the biggest shopping ners, said Jennifer McNamara,
Indian treasures
Park Di strict.
corporate
s pokesencountered an interesting group: day of lhe year. the day after Macy's
By Eric Kasang
Stee le 's dec ision to appoi nt
protestors in front of Macy's. I ll
Thanksgiving. C lad in 1890s woman.
City Beat Editor
her son as a replacement has led
Other c ha nge s in Macy ' s
N. Stale St., dressed in 1890s garb. dresses and hats. women carried
many county commissioners lo
Both time and politics play a
carrying anli-Macy's signs and signs that read "Give the Lady included designer lines as
critic ize the move .
part in the complexity of
shouting for a boycott. And these What She Wants 1" which was a Prada, Armani and.Jimmy Choo,
Tony Peraica, 16th di stri ct
protestors plan on maintaining a phrase Marshall Field used often. being replaced with less expen- exh ibiting American Indian
Cook County Commissione r
presence for the rest of the holiday Men dressed in 1890s suits gave sive brands like Alfani. Field's artifacts. Oftentimes, the iiems
and unsuccessfu l o p po nent of season.
speeches, playing such characters ' ignature g reen paper shopping are too o ld and fragile; other
Todd Stroger for Coo k County
pieces, while once di splayed
"Not everyone likes the Bears, as John G Shedd, who was presi- bags have also been switched lo
Board President, said Stee le 's
without much cultural sensitivinot everyone likes the Sox or dent o f the company after Marshall w hite pl astic ones with the
deci sion does not send the right Cubs, but everyone likes Field 's." Field.
ty, are now shown carefully,
Macy's red star logo.
message to the people of the
with respect to American Indian
" We know Mars hall Field 's
said Chicago resident Jim McKay,
McKay started the webpage
county after an election based
www. FieldsFansChicago.o rg in was a passionate name and peo- customs and tradition.
43 , organizer of the protest.
on po litical reform .
However, the Field Museum,
When Fede rated Department November 2005 when he heard lhe ple were dedicated customers,"
"That seems to be par fo r the
1400 S. Lake Shore Drive, has
Stores acquired May Company in news that Field's sto res would lose McNamara sai d . "Th e re ' s a
course now, you can ' t get e lect- 2005, il was not welcome news lo their name lo Macy 's. However, much longer history with the
taken a novel appro ach to
ed 10 anyt hi ng unless you're a
Marshall Field 's customers, espe- McKay said the blog d idn 'I take C hi cago M arshall Fie ld 's. In showcasi ng Cheyenne artifacts
throug h photography.
cially tho se in Chicago. Since off until July 2006, when lhe
See Steele, Page 37
"Cheyenne Visions," a new
See Macy's, Page 35
Sepl. 9, when New York -based Field's website was redirected 10
exhibit, showcases art and artifacts through 34 pictures taken by
Chicago photographer Diane
Alexander White. Set to various
themes like "Chiefs and Elders,"
"Childhood," " Women's Worlc"
and "Warriors," White captured
Edwards' future political plans. a colorfully beaded moccasins.
Fonner U.S. Senator
topic partly prompted by Edwards scissortail fans and feathered filns
set to different colored backdrops.
speaks about future
himself.
The exhibit, presented by Field
" I haven 'I talked about--and I
political plans
Museum curator Jonathan Haas
hope I gel a chance lo talk ahout[Jy lllloson Riggoo
whal I think is the tirsl and most und Cheyenne chief and SW\
Aaslst.ant City Beat Editor
important responsibility of the next dnnce priest Gordon Yellowman..
president," Edwards suid. " I hope W tiS originally intended to bring
hoth sacred and lhlgile Cheyenne
l:nrmcr vi..:c-prcs idcntial c muli- smn~hody will now nsk me thai
oqjects to nutive eonunun.itles il,l
dalc John Edwards slopped in question."
Edwards, who currcnlly directs Oklllhomn and Monhma, I!Mo'OOI'd(' h i ~a l(o o n Nnv. 21! I n s ig n
wpocs of his hook , """"' Tlw the ( 'enter 011 l'ovcrty. Work und ing to JaMt HOIIlJ, Field~
projc:cl rntlllll~r fur exhibits.
<lpport1111i1y al the lJnivcrsity ul'
11/twJirintx of I lur I io•o'.\", nl Ihe
"Some nre definitely 911Cftd.''
lla rn ld Wa sho n~tlnn l .ohrnry. ·lOll North ('urolinn nt Chupcl ll ill.
Hong suill. "~ are some
S Sial<' Sl. l·:dward' spoke hric lly anncotnoccd he is considering nmimpt,ntmt bows Md tii'\'OW• and
nhoul lh<· hook 1111d look ques- 11in11 lirr the l>cm!>cnttic nominu·
t~nivt'l'll: there's 11 lllUVff mttde of
''""" Inun lht• rtlll!(hly \Oil•IIICIII• 1in11 in th.- l OOK pt't'sidcnliel ek'C·
lll'r lllotlicllcc hcliorc dnsi1111 lhc lion. 1-:dwnnls nm !lor the sumc ~pol mountain lion ~in. l' nl not 11\ft If
but tlilnMIin the 2004 election. btll wos cho- thllt'S ~ :lllcred
nll<•rotnt111 wi th 11 book si11ninll.
l'h<· li>rtllel' North t 'nrolhur sen· sen insteml n~ John Kerry ·~ vicl'- Iy we wouldn't be 111\le to dl..,tay
J rmom vic,a prA~ uJ•Jro lllll •.a rotlltlnt o Juloto I dwnrrlc; p rurnot ecl Ills
thllllbe\:11\181! ll 'sj very lfttllt."
nlor opc11ed lit<• lloKtr to 1111tlic11cr
prcsklcntinl running mntc.
tJflr,~ ' ~l o tn <l 1to•J IJI•<•l JHirot c; o f 011r l l vn~ · on Nov 7 1l nl I he
H'H'Jirl W"<;turol!lo n l ollfary IIIIer his <;peer;Jo , I dwnrtlR floltletl
lfiiCSIIOIIM, which lJIIIck ly s hilled
See Muleum, Pitt 38
See EdWMII, Ptllt 37
fliJIJ<;I Ir,ro<; niJIIIJI n pl><;<;lhl a ""' for prao;ldo tol In :IOO'i .
llcnrM lhmo " " ""' lo JKIIlik~ 1111d
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